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Introduction

For the past 60 years, the population in Kansas City’s 
urban core has declined as a variety of forces pushed 
growth and development to the urban fringe. This 
rapid outward expansion of our metropolitan region 
has had many unforeseen consequences, including 
the destruction of farmland and natural habitats, 
increased infrastructure costs, increasingly isolated 
land uses and communities, and an urban core in 
decline, all of which diminish the City’s ability to 
provide a safe, healthy, and equitable place to live. 
As new technology increases our mobility at greater 
distances, our development pattern must consider all 
of these consequences, as well as changing tastes and 
preferences. Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) is 
an economic revitalization strategy and a response to 
this trend that leverages public investments to focus 
both new development and redevelopment along 
existing and planned transit infrastructure.  
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Recent demographic trends illustrate an aging population, shrinking 
household sizes, and a preference of younger generations for a more 
urban and walkable environment connected to transit. Meanwhile, 
over the past decade, downtowns across the country have been 
redeveloping to attract both empty-nesters, millennials, and others 
interested in an urban lifestyle. These groups have begun to shift 
development priorities, yet private investment has yet to fully catch 
up to that unrealized demand. The demand for transit-oriented, 
mixed-use, and multi-family housing options far outpaces supply. 

This shift in national priorities is coming to Kansas City with the 
Downtown Kansas City Streetcar, an expanding bus rapid transit 
system, discussions of a commuter rail network in Jackson County, 
and the increasing popularity of urban trails and bikeways. Increasing 
transit options is seen as an economic development tool as well as a 
means to increase accessibility and mobility. Building transit-oriented 
development around urban, suburban, and rural transit corridors 
is imperative to ensure the future prosperity and sustainability of 
Kansas City, its urban core, and our region.
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In late 2015, Kansas City, Missouri will see the official return of 
its streetcar system. Formerly one of the largest systems in the 
country,at its peak, the Kansas City streetcar system had 140 million 
annual passengers. The 2.2-mile Downtown Streetcar starter line will 
unify the River Market, Central Business District, Crossroads, and 
Crown Center into one Downtown corridor. Connecting these activity 
centers with direct, visible, and reliable transit service will increase 
population and economic activity while setting the stage for a more 
livable urban core.
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Since the funding mechanism for the starter line was passed in 2012, 
the City of Kansas City, Missouri has started tracking economic 
development on the line. Over $900 million of private investment, 
including over 2,750 housing units, has already been developed or 
proposed along the nascent $100 million streetcar line. Of this $250 
million can be directly attributed to the streetcar line.
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What is Transit-Oriented Development?
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) is an approach to development that focuses land uses around a 
transit station or within a transit corridor in order to maximize access to frequent, high-quality transit and 
the benefits it provides.  TOD is characterized by dense, compact development with a mix of uses in a 
pedestrian-oriented environment.  The design, configuration, and mix of uses reinforce the use of public 
transportation, and enhance the vitality of the area.  Successful TOD is characterized by the following 
elements: 

Connectivity:  At the most fundamental level, TOD  expands transit access, increases mobility options, 
and serves surrounding uses through an integrated system of pedestrian, bicycle, and auto facilities.

Density:  TOD creates a more compact development pattern that concentrates jobs, housing, shopping, 
and services close to transit, thereby increasing the number of users and variety of trips that transit can 
serve. 

Diversity:  TOD enhances the utility of transit by locating a mix of transit-serving uses, services, 
activities, and destinations conveniently near transit and limiting uses that only serve automobiles.  By 
accommodating a range of ages, incomes, and lifestyle preferences, TOD helps to connect transit to those 
who need it, and provides diverse opportunities for those who use it. Diversity increases the resiliency of 
a transit node by allowing an area to nimbly adapt to market conditions.

Design:  TOD enhances the desirability of transit and supports its use by providing a comfortable and 
inviting environment for everyone as they travel to and from transit and on to their ultimate destinations. 

What is not Transit-Oriented 
Development? 
Although many areas served by transit have new development adjacent to transit stops, proximity to 
transit alone does not fully leverage all of transit’s benefits. All four of the elements of TOD (Connectivity, 
Density, Diversity and Design) described above are required to produce  successful TOD. Any development 
project in an existing or planned transit community that does not include these four elements fails to fully 
contribute to the TOD environment.
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Transit-Oriented Development Is:
Connected

Transit-Oriented Development Is Not:
Isolated

Dense

Sparse

Diverse
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Designed
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A Citywide Transit-Oriented 
Development Policy
Over the last decade, Kansas City has begun to transform its Downtown into a vibrant 
and mixed-use neighborhood. Baby boomers and millennials alike are looking to live 
in places that are walkable and have a strong sense of community. As Downtown 
Kansas City continues to develop in general and in particular along the new streetcar 
line, special attention needs to be paid to new development in order to ensure that 
their overall design supports this significant public investment and contributes to the 
attractiveness and energy of Downtown.
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Beyond Downtown, increasing the size and amount of these walkable neighborhoods 
requires reconnecting the City’s existing urban fabric. Other areas in Kansas City, 
especially former streetcar neighborhoods, which have the desired characteristics 
of a walkable neighborhood, can support future development and reinvestment. To 
ensure these development patterns spread outside of the Downtown core, both transit 
investments and appropriate land use policy must align to steer this growth to the rest 
of the urban core. 

Along transit corridors and at existing and future transit stations, TOD can expand the 
walkability and livability of Kansas City by providing economic opportunity, increasing 
housing choices, and expanding mobility options. 

The Transit-Oriented Development Policy identifies the critical elements of a successful 
TOD and provides a concise program of initiatives to implement TOD in Kansas City. 
Several City agencies and departments have existing plans and policies that partially 
address TOD-related strategies. This TOD Policy will organize these efforts into a 
cohesive and comprehensive approach that supports the City’s efforts to create 
walkable, vibrant communities centered on transit. 

The TOD Policy will provide a foundation to guide both public and private investment 
at transit stops and along transit corridors. The initiatives in this document range from 
high-level citywide policy recommendations to specific design standards and the 
reprioritization of the City’s capital improvement program. The TOD Policy is intended 
to apply to all potential TOD locations citywide and for all modes of transit (bus, 
streetcar, and other rail). It is designed to assist with the implementation of existing 
recommendations in adopted City plans and provide a coherent vision for leveraging 
transit investments throughout the City.

A TOD Policy is an important first step to ensure public transit investments are 
accompanied by new development and economic activity for several reasons:

• It creates a broad framework to incorporate TOD policies and principles into 
existing plans and future plan updates;

• It guides more detailed planning and dialogue for specific neighborhoods and 
station areas.

• It identifies potential barriers to TOD in existing plans and policies and outlines a 
corrective course of action;

• It assists in prioritizing capital investments to maximize benefit and leverage limited 
resources.

• It facilitates improved coordination of City agencies and departments to support 
TOD; and,

• It identifies potential areas to strategically focus investment and development.
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TOD Policy Goals
When thoughtfully integrated with surrounding development, 
transit can connect people and places, expand opportunity, improve 
livability, and revitalize communities. To realize the broad potential 
of transit investments, this TOD policy addresses a wide range of 
topic areas, including land use policy, transit integration, design 
guidance for private development and public infrastructure, strategic 
incentives, and prioritization of capital improvements.  The following 
goals provide a touchstone that grounds and guides this policy’s 
diverse recommendations, in the context of Kansas City’s long term 
sustainability.

Social and Cultural Goals
Accessibility & Mobility: Provide access to employment opportunities, 
recreational amenities, healthy food, and social services to everyone, 
regardless of age, income, or ability. 

Diversity & Integration: Build an inclusive community with a mixture 
of incomes, ethnic groups, and household types to encourage 
spontaneous interaction, idea sharing, and creativity. 

Neighborhood Identity: Enhance the historical and cultural 
character of unique communities to define future development 
priorities, including unique and historic structures, and long-standing 
establishments. 

Affordable Housing: Maintain or increase the affordability of 
communities and expand the diversity of housing types to increase 
housing options with transit access.

Safety & Security: Create a safe public realm that deters criminal 
activity through the design of the built environment and a resulting 
increase in street activity. 

Public Health: Promote healthy lifestyles by increasing active 
transportation alternatives and reducing automobile dependence. 
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Economic Goals
Local Prosperity: Increase the local multiplier effect by expanding 
the exposure and access of people to locally-owned small businesses. 

Creativity & Innovation:  Create spaces for interaction and 
collaboration between persons with new ideas and a spirit of 
entrepreneurship.

Commercial Clustering/Business Niches: Promote cooperation 
between related industry sectors and the development of new 
specialized sectors by building capacity for new and existing 
businesses to congregate around shared public infrastructure and 
amenities.

Productivity: Build transportation connections that increase overall 
quality of life by reducing commute times and expanding access to 
services, thereby increasing worker output.

Housing Diversity: Provide housing alternatives for changing 
demographic trends and preferences, including smaller family sizes, 
families that form at later stages, the “boomerang generation,” and  
those aging in place to ensure stability, diversity and growth.

Fiscal Sustainability: Increase the amount and density of residential, 
office, and retail uses to increase the scale and value of development, 
the rate of employment, and the amount of taxable sales.

Environmental Goals
Resource Conservation: Reduce consumption of natural resources 
and increase energy efficiency by building compact, dense 
neighborhoods that optimize existing infrastructure and reduce 
dependence on the automobile.

Open Space Preservation: Minimize the consumption of farmland 
and natural areas through greenfield development, by encouraging 
infill development on vacant and underutilized parcel and the 
rehabilitation of existing buildings in transit corridors.

Mitigate Climate Change: Reduce the local production of greenhouse 
gas emissions through the expansion of a multi-modal transportation 
network.

Improve Air Quality: Reduce criteria pollutants and other nuisance 
effects resulting from automobile use. 

Improve Water Quality: Reduce the volume of stormwater runoff and 
the pollutants in stormwater discharge through the implementation 
of green infrastructure. 

Biodiversity:  Increase the diversity and density of plant species to 
improve the quality of life of denser urban environments, and ensure 
their resiliency to drought, disease, and other conditions.
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Nodes
Nodes are small, compact areas, typically at major intersections of corridors, that 
diverge from the surrounding patterns, but due to scale and design complements both 
the function and character of the area.  Nodes generally serve as a center of activity, but 
can vary in intensity of use and building scale. Nodes are the development form most 
logically connected to transit stops and stations.

Corridors
Corridors  are linear land use patterns typically along major roadways that quickly 
transition to different patterns — either at nodes or off of side streets (1/2 to 1 block 
depth of corridor pattern is typical).  Corridors are generally residential or mixed-use. 
Corridors are typically major roadways that connect districts, nodes, and neighborhoods 
featuring a greater density of commercial and/or residential uses. Corridors follow 
transit lines and  arterials and connect nodes to one another.

Neighborhoods
Neighborhoods are areas for household living featuring primarily residential land uses, 
but occasionally supported by related civic or institutional uses (parks, community 
centers, schools, places of worship).  There are a variety of neighborhoods that differ 
primarily by:  the mix of building types; the design character of buildings and public 
spaces; the road patterns; and civic space (parks, boulevards, etc.). Neighborhoods are 
served by transit, but are more restrictive in the types and intensities of use that they 
allow.

Districts
Districts are regional destinations that are a distinct place — different from surrounding 
areas through common activities or themes among uses, the intensity of building 
patterns,  and the design characteristics of buildings and civic spaces.  Districts 
typically have a defined “center” and recognized edges or transitions to surrounding 
areas.  Districts are served by transit but, because they often have unique functions or 
serve as regional destinations, are dense and active for reasons other than transit and 
mobility alone.

Kansas City’s Development Form Framework

NODES

CORRIDORS

DISTRICTS

NEIGHBORHOODS

Development Form is intended to guide the key components that define distinct places — a building’s scale and orientation, 
streetscapes and civic spaces, and unique design details. There are four types of areas that comprise the framework for the 
Development Form Guidelines.  These areas are described below: 
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39th and Main Streets in Kansas City shows how each 
Development Form is a unique component of a complex city. 

Neighborhood
(Old Hyde Park)

District
(Westport)

Corridor
(Main Street)

Node
(39th Street and Main Street)

NODES

NEIGHBORHOODS

CORRIDORS

DISTRICTS

Local Bus

Fixed Guideway Transit
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Urban District
Main Street at 19th Street

Urban Center
Main Street at 12th Street

1/2 Mile

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

Transit-Oriented 
Development Typologies

The urban environment is a collection of places with their own 
unique characteristics. One dimension that defines the differences 
between these places is their density and amount of activity. At the 
center of Kansas City’s Downtown are located the most dense and 
active places. Moving outward, the density and activity decrease 
into urban neighborhoods, suburban centers, and finally, small town 
centers. These typologies can be further defined by the City’s Form 
Framework, which includes Corridors, Districts, Neighborhoods and 
Nodes. While areas vary by their density and scale, they also vary by 
their existing development forms, which are described below. This 
typology framework creates a means to evaluate Kansas City’s transit 
areas and establish a set of guiding principles based on the similarities 
and differences between transit-oriented development areas. 

The matrix to the right illustrates the spectrum of transit-oriented 
development areas, each with respective street networks and 
development patterns that can be observed in Kansas City, Missouri 
today.

Figure-Ground Figure-Ground

Typical Relative Density Typical Relative Density

Typical Relative Density of TOD Typologies
High Moderate-

High
Moderate Moderate-

Low
Preservation
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Town Center
Knobtown

Suburban Center
North Oak Trafficway at 

Briarcliff Parkway

Development
Foucs Area

1/2 Mile

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

Urban 
Neighborhood

Independence Avenue at
Prospect Avenue

Urban Community
Main Street at 39th Street

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

Figure-Ground Figure-Ground Figure-Ground Figure-Ground

Typical Relative Density Typical Relative Density Typical Relative Density Typical Relative Density
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Urban Center
The Country Club Plaza, Crown Center, and Downtown Loop are examples of this typology. An urban center is characterized by high densities and a diversity 
of uses in a compact pattern of development. Access to transit and the confluence of major transportation corridors combined with being the employment, 
government and entertainment center creates significant opportunity for infill growth and redevelopment. This typology would be generally served by bus 
rapid transit, streetcar, light rail and/or commuter rail and is the origination or destination for most transit trips.

Node DistrictCorridor Neighborhood
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Urban District
The River Market, Crossroads, and Westport are examples of this typology. Characterized by a mix of uses at a medium to high density, an urban district is 
a regional attraction with capacity for significant infill development and revitalization within walking or biking distance from a transit corridor and/or stop. 
Preservation and reuse of historic structures limit large scale redevelopment. This typology would be generally served by bus rapid transit, streetcar, and/or 
light rail.

Node DistrictCorridor Neighborhood
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Urban Community
The KU Medical Center, Midtown Marketplace, and UMKC/Stowers campus area are examples of this typology.  Large scale institutions and/or regional-serving 
retail are integrated into an urban neighborhood fabric characterized by a diversity of uses and typologies. Typically adjacent to both constrained residential 
neighborhoods and districts with capacity for significant development, there is development potential along transit corridors and within walking distance of 
transit stations. This typology would generally be served by bus rapid transit, streetcar, and/or light rail. 

Node DistrictCorridor Neighborhood
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Urban Neighborhood
The Green Impact Zone, Marlborough Coalition of neighborhoods, Brookside, and Pendleton Heights are examples of this typology. The typology designation 
is primarily single-family residential in nature with locally-serving commercial development along the major streets and at primary intersections. Development 
is limited to increased density along transportation corridors due to a desire to preserve neighborhood character, small lot sizes and limited buffering between 
commercial and residential uses. This typology would be generally served by bus rapid transit, streetcar and/or light rail.

Node DistrictCorridor Neighborhood
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Suburban Center
North Oak Trafficway and the new Three Trails Campus are examples of this typology. This typology is characterized by a separation of uses and low density 
along transportation corridors with major pedestrian impediments, which are not ideal conditions for transit-oriented development. Automobile-oriented 
development and a disrupted street grid offer an opportunity for a retrofit that could expand the use of transit in suburban TOD areas, including such retrofits 
as reorienting buildings toward streets, creating new pedestrian connections, and providing infill development near transit stops. This typology would be 
generally served by bus rapid transit, light rail, and/or commuter rail.

Node DistrictCorridor Neighborhood
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Town Center
Knobtown is an example of this typology. Rural in character, this is an area where a group of uses congregate around a compact government, commercial, and 
or transportation center for convenience, and in order to preserve open space. While there is some room for development, preservation of the rural character 
limits future growth. This typology would be generally served by light rail on an urban fringe or commuter rail as part of the larger region’s capture area. 

Development Focus Area

Preservation Area

Node DistrictCorridor Neighborhood
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Recommendations

realizing transit-oriented development

The recommendations of this Transit-Oriented 
Development Policy vary greatly in scale, ranging from 
citywide priorities for economic development to details 
of sidewalk design.  The following recommendations 
are equally broad in subject, weaving together 
recommendations ranging from transit operations, to 
historic preservation, and parking management.  This 
Transit-Oriented Development policy attempts to bring 
together and align these diverse tools and initiatives in 
a coherent framework that supports transit and transit-
oriented development in Kansas City.  Together, these 
recommendations are envisioned as a collection of 
actions necessary to fulfill Citywide goals for creating 
and nurturing quality communities, and positioning the 
City for a more vital and sustainable future.
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Fixed Guideway
Bus
Bikelane
Cycle Track (On Street)
Trail (O� Street)
Alley

Sidewalk

Stop

Transfering Stop

Maintain alley
in new development sitesReintroduce Sidewalk

Reintroduce Road

Create Pedestrian Pathways 
in Larger Blocks

Maintain Sidewalk

Incorporate Trails and 
Bike Infrastructure into 
Transit Network

A Connected, Multi-Modal System
Together, a network of fixed guideway, local bus, bicycle, and pedestrian paths make 
up our city’s circulatory system. This map demonstrates at an abstract level how 
these connectivity elements knit together destinations in the urban fabric.

Use Smaller Blocks
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At the most fundamental level, TOD expands transit access, increases mobility options, and 
serves surrounding uses through an integrated system of pedestrian, bicycle, and auto facilities.  
Recommendations for connectivity include where to locate transit facilities and how to integrate 
transit with other modes and surrounding development to make the system easier to use for more 
people.  Connectivity recommendations also address the first/last mile travel of transit users through a 
well-designed and well-maintained network of streets and off-street connections.

Connectivity

Recommendations

Transit Facility Location Locate transit facilities to 
maximize access for all users

Transit Integration  Layer, integrate and optimize 
transit modes and service to increase the flexibility, 
usability, and efficiency of the transit system.

Transit User Experience Design transit facilities 
to make the user experience as convenient and 
intuitive as possible for the greatest number of 
people.

Accessibility Improve accessibility and support 
universal design in order to make transit convenient 
and comfortable for all users, particularly those 
with special needs and mobility challenges.

Street Maintenance Improve connections to transit 
through maintenance, repair, and upgrades to on-
street pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure.

Pedestrian Assessments Conduct a pedestrian 
assessment of corridors to identify gaps in the 
existing improvements and future connections.

Pedestrian Zones Develop a formalized process to 
officially designate transit corridors as pedestrians 
zones that corresponds with the highest level of 
consideration in the Walkability Plan.

Street Network Establish an interconnected street 
grid with high density of intersections, which 
expands access to transit by providing more direct 
and convenient paths for pedestrians, cyclists and 
motorists.

Managing Off-Street Connections Improve the 
coordination of multi-use trails and their connection 
to transit facilities.

Improving Off-Street Connections Improve 
connections to transit with off-street facilities 
including trails, greenways and bikeways.

Multi-Modal Streets Support multi-modal streets 
that seamlessly accommodate transit, automobile, 
bicycle, and pedestrian facilities in order to provide 
mobility options and broaden access to transit 
services.

Wayfinding Use wayfinding techniques to increase 
the visibility and usability of the transit system, and 
to simplify navigation to final destinations. 25



Description
The location of a transit facility has a direct impact on its accessibility 
by potential users. In order to make it easier for people to access 
transit, and to support the expanded use of transit, locate transit 
facilities in existing activity nodes and at the intersection of major 
transportation corridors. Corridor planning, station area planning, 
and the design of new transit-oriented development projects provide 
an opportunity to identify appropriate locations for transit facilities.

Transit Facility Location

Locate transit facilities to maximize access for all users.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning

Activity Centers
The busiest and most active centers along a 
transit line are often the most logical places for 
transit stops. Depending on the transit mode, 
additional stops should be placed to maintain a 
consistent spacing interval
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Description
Transit functions most efficiently and with greatest impact when 
transit infrastructure, routes, and operations are carefully coordinated 
to optimize service, and when transit is integrated with other 
transportation modes.  Creating a diversity of modal options within 
and along transit corridors expands the impact radius of transit 
investments.  For example, local bus service can be designed to feed 
premium transit corridors with high frequency fixed rail and bus rapid 
transit.  With complementary bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, 
the geographic reach of convenient transit service can be extended 
to more users, increasing the viability of the transit system.   As part 
of an ongoing  partnership, the City, the KCATA, Streetcar Authority, 
and other partners should continue to coordinate strategic planning 
efforts and policies concerning transit infrastructure, routes, and 
operations to increase the efficiency of the service while expanding 
its usability and flexibility.

Transit Integration

Layer, integrate and optimize transit modes and service to increase 
the flexibility, usability, and efficiency of the transit system.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Policy (Regional Transit Coordination)

Multi-use trail 
connections for 
expanded transit access

Local bus supports
major transit corridors  

Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Connections to Transit to Expand  

Reach of Transit System

Major fixed 
guideway route
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Description
Making an integrated transit system easy to use requires a uniform, 
seamless and intuitive design of transit facilities.  The user experience 
encompasses many components.  Helpful wayfinding and system 
information orients users to the transit system and their ultimate 
destination, thus enhancing usability.  Transfers and directness of 
route impact the desirability and effectiveness of transit for users by 
reducing operational efficiency and increasing travel times.  Within 
the public right-of-way, transit facilities must allow for the physical 
space and other amenities that support convenient transit use.  
As part of an ongoing partnership, the City, the KCATA, Streetcar 
Authority, and other partners should continue to coordinate strategic 
planning efforts and policies concerning transit infrastructure, routes, 
and operations to make the user experience as convenient as possible 
for the greatest number of people. Where resources are available, 
decrease transit headways and increase hours of service to promote 
greater transit use.

Transit User Experience

Design transit facilities to make the user experience as convenient 
and intuitive as possible for the greatest number of people.

Direct Route Indirect Route

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Best Practices for Infrastructure Design 
and Transit Operations

Directness of Route
Direct routes are often easier for users to comprehend while still 
providing sufficient proximity to the relevant destinations and 
activity center to make a transit route more viable.

Ease of Transfer
It is important to coordinate the timing and provide short 
headways to make transfers between routes easy for users.
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Description
Universal Design goes beyond ADA compliance to ensure that not 
only people with disabilities, but also the young and the elderly, can 
easily access transit facilities through subtle and specific design 
recommendations.  Sloped ramps instead of stairs, hand rails, and 
wide ingress and egress along pedestrian paths are examples of 
measures that enhance accessibility for all users.

Accessibility

Improve accessibility and support universal design in order to make 
transit convenient and comfortable for all users, particularly those 
with special needs and mobility challenges.

Description
Prioritize the City’s Capital Improvements Program (CIP) to improve 
connections to transit facilities. Conduct a pedestrian and bicycle 
assessment and focus on closing gaps in the network and removing 
all barriers. (See Pedestrian Assessments)

Street Maintenance

Improve connections to transit through maintenance, repair, and 
upgrades to on-street pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity and innovation
• Commercial Clustering & Business 

Niches
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity and Innovation
• Industrial Clustering
• Increased Tax Base
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Economic Development Policy
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Description
Pedestrian needs vary based on context and existing conditions. 
An assessment will identify the  needs of a community, but also 
the demand for pedestrian facilities. Using the guidelines in the 
City’s Walkability Plan, a community assessment for station-area 
master plans will determine the Level of Service (LOS) based on the 
directness, continuity, street crossing, visual interest, amenities and 
security. 

Pedestrian Assessments

Conduct a pedestrian assessment of corridors to identify gaps in the 
existing improvements and future connections.

Pedestrian Zones

Develop a formalized process to officially designate transit corridors 
as pedestrians zones that corresponds with the highest level of 
consideration in the Walkability Plan.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Creativity & Innovation
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Creativity & Innovation
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards

Description
The City’s Walkability Plan designated pedestrian zones in the 
community. Creating new or expanding existing zones has not 
become a formalized process, and the Major Streets Standards lacks 
a “Complete Street” design section. Using best practices, the City 
should formalize a process to designate Pedestrian Zones along 
transit corridors within a TOD area, as well as graphically define a 
complete street for all relevant road cross-sections.
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Description
An interconnected street grid enhances connectivity and improves 
access to transit by providing direct, flexible, and convenient 
connections to transit, as well as improved mobility throughout TOD 
areas.  National best practice measures exist to evaluate connectivity 
based on intersection density.  As part of a station-area master 
planning process or in the design of new and infill development, 
the City should encourage development patterns that reinforce an 
interconnected street network.  For example, the vacation of alleys 
or combination of individual blocks into “super blocks” should be 
discouraged.

Street Network

Establish an interconnected street grid with high density of 
intersections, which expands access to transit by providing more 
direct and convenient paths for pedestrians, cyclists and motorists.

Description
The City has an extensive off-street trail network. When these trails 
interface and/or enter the street network, they should transition to 
on-street facilities of corresponding capacity. Consolidate the various 
trails providers (Jackson County, Public Works, Parks and Recreation, 
Levee District) under a single authority to ease the planning, execution 
and maintenance of a comprehensive and regional trail system that 
integrates with transit facilities.

Managing Off-Street 
Connections

Improve the coordination of multi-use trails and their connection to 
transit facilities.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Policy
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Description
In TOD Areas, off-street transportation facilities become important 
multi-modal connections that improve overall circulation and access 
to transit.  Develop an assessment of off-street trails within TOD areas 
and prioritize the construction of planned trails that connect to transit 
facilities.

Improving Off-Street 
Connections

Improve connections to transit with off-street facilities including 
multi-use trails, greenways and bikeways.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Capital Improvements

Trail Connections
Whether in a suburban or urban context, there are opportunities to improve the 
directness of a pedestrian’s route. Trails are one way of adding pedestrian connections 
not only for the added recreational amenity, but for a more direct pedestrian route 
through the middle of larger suburban blocks.

Mid-block Connectors
Even in areas with established street grids, there are opportunities to create 
connections in the centers of blocks by making aesthetic improvements through 
existing alley structures or by creating paths for pedestrians in infill development 
projects.

Quicker Path to Transit

Transit Stop

New Trail Connection

Conventional Path to Transit

Quicker Path to Transit

Transit Stop

New Mid-Block Connection

Conventional Path to Transit
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Description
A comprehensive and balanced transportation provides the 
facilities and gives equal priority to all modes of transit. The design, 
construction and maintenance of our streets should respond to this 
balanced approach and in TOD areas, walkability and bikeability 
should be prioritized to expand alternative transportation options 
to and from transit stations. Create a definition for complete streets 
within a new complete streets policy ordinance that updates the 
standards and cross-sections within the Major Streets Plan.

Multi-Modal Streets

Support multi-modal streets that integrate transit, auto, bicycle, and 
pedestrian facilities in order to provide mobility options and broaden 
access to transit services.

PEDESTRIANS

TRANSIT

BICYCLES

CARS

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigate Climate Change
• Improve Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards
Capital Improvements

Streets for Pedestrians, Transit Users, Bicyclists, 
and Cars
Photo: Matt Johnson

Mode Hierarchy
In transit-oriented development areas, pedestrians are the foundation 
of the transportation system. Decisions ranging from the geometric 
design of streets and intersections to intersection signalization should 
be based upon this understanding of mode hierarchy.

1

2

3

4
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Description
Effective wayfinding serves transit users, drivers, cyclists and 
pedestrians through a variety of means.  From the location and content 
of signage, to the design of transit facilities and infrastructure, and to 
the quality of connections between arrival points and destinations, 
wayfinding represents a comprehensive set of considerations for how 
all users can travel and orient themselves more effectively.  As part 
of a station-area master planning process, the City should pursue 
opportunities to enhance the experience of transit users and TOD 
visitors, and improve the ease with which they navigate to various 
destinations through wayfinding.

Wayfinding

Use wayfinding techniques to increase the visibility and usability of 
the transit system, and to simplify navigation to final destinations.

herguhsurgdslhrg riea jgria few afei waji
jsif aweir jwaierj waker jwaijer iaslejrk 
waer seklr jesirsj esl jrislj ir.

Bike
herguhsurgdslhrg riea jgria few afei waji
jsif aweir jwaierj waker jwaijer iaslejrk 
waer seklr jesirsj esl jrislj ir.

Pedestrian
herguhsurgdslhrg riea jgria few afei waji
jsif aweir jwaierj waker jwaijer iaslejrk 
waer seklr jesirsj esl jrislj ir.

Vehicle

herguhsurgdslhrg riea jgria few afei waji
jsif aweir jwaierj waker jwaijer iaslejrk 
waer seklr jesirsj esl jrislj ir.

Bike
herguhsurgdslhrg riea jgria few afei waji
jsif aweir jwaierj waker jwaijer iaslejrk 
waer seklr jesirsj esl jrislj ir.

Pedestrian
herguhsurgdslhrg riea jgria few afei waji
jsif aweir jwaierj waker jwaijer iaslejrk 
waer seklr jesirsj esl jrislj ir.

Vehicle

herguhsurgdslhrg riea jgria few afei waji
jsif aweir jwaierj waker jwaijer iaslejrk 
waer seklr jesirsj esl jrislj ir.

Bike
herguhsurgdslhrg riea jgria few afei waji
jsif aweir jwaierj waker jwaijer iaslejrk 
waer seklr jesirsj esl jrislj ir.

Pedestrian
herguhsurgdslhrg riea jgria few afei waji
jsif aweir jwaierj waker jwaijer iaslejrk 
waer seklr jesirsj esl jrislj ir.

Vehicle

Pedestrian-Scaled Wayfinding

Bicycle-Scaled Wayfinding

Automobile-Scaled Wayfinding

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Capital Improvements Program
Open Source Graphic Standards

Wayfinding for All Modes
Different wayfinding amenities are appropriate for different 
modes of travel. Pedestrian amenities should be smaller 
and lower than wayfinding for drivers.
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Directional Signage for Quick Movement
Photo: Flickr User diamondgeezer

In-Pavement Wayfinding
Photo:  Matt Jones

Wayfinding Kiosk in Public Plaza
Photo: Charlotte Gilhooly

Distinctive Bus Stop Reflecting Area Identity
Photo: Martin Deutsch

More than Signs
A complete wayfinding network is not only about the signs 
used to direct pedestrians, but other interventions that help 
travelers find and remember new destinations. Public art, iconic 
or whimsical transit stops, in-pavement signage and other 
pavement treatments, and smart phone applications all help 
people navigate a city. 
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TOD creates a more compact development pattern that concentrates jobs, housing, shopping, and 
services close to transit, thereby increasing the number of users and variety of trips that transit can 
serve.  Recommendations for density include policies to prioritize infrastructure investment and 
economic development in TOD areas, and development standards that encourage, and in some cases 
require dense, mixed-use development.  Density recommendations also include strategic planning in 
station areas to maximum the quality and potential impact of transit-oriented development.

Density

Recommendations

Incentivizing Transit-Oriented Development  Craft 
an incentive policy to prioritize investment and 
development in existing urban areas, focusing on 
TOD locations in particular.

Prioritizing Urban Infrastructure in TOD Areas  
Prioritize infrastructure investments in existing 
urban areas, focusing on TOD locations in particular.

Zoning for Density  Update base zoning districts 
in TOD areas to accommodate dense, mixed-use 
development at a scale and intensity appropriate to 
each TOD location.

Minium Density in TOD Areas Incorporate minimum 
density requirements into a new TOD overlay 
appropriate to each TOD location

Boundaries and Transitions Establish appropriate 
boundaries and transitions in a new TOD overlay 
to support successful development and protect 
adjacent neighborhoods.

Planning for TOD Identify appropriate locations 
for Transit Oriented Development as part of the 
City’s area planning process

TOD Locations Use TOD policy, area plans, transit 
plans, and other sources to identify appropriate 
boundaries for a new TOD overlay.
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Description
This recommendation reflects the importance of aligning incentive 
policies with the City’s strategic commitment to the urban core.  
Existing economic development tools and policies should be reviewed, 
and new policies and tools should be explored, to encourage quality 
development in TOD locations, because it is in these places where 
development can leverage transit, infrastructure, and services for 
greatest impact.  This alignment of incentive policies could include 
mechanisms that focus incentives in a particular geographic area, as 
well as provide policy guidance for the review and granting of a variety 
of incentives (including TIF, tax abatements, etc.).  The incentive 
should be accessible, address the needs of small businesses and 
smaller projects, and promote specific strategies throughout the TOD 
policy document that support successful TODs. These could include 
affordable housing, provisions for quality public space, and other 
connectivity, density, diversity and design considerations. Efforts to 
align economic development policies with TOD goals should include 
the City of Kansas City, Economic Development Corporation (EDC) 
of Kansas City, and their partner organizations, and complement 
and support broader City initiatives, including Advance KC and the 
Citywide Business Plan.

Incentivizing Transit-
Oriented Development

Craft an incentive policy to prioritize investment and development in 
existing urban areas, focusing on TOD locations in particular.

Description
New investment, development, residents, and jobs are critical for the 
success of Kansas City’s urban core, and in turn for the long-term 
viability and fiscal sustainability of the City.  This recommendation 
highlights the importance of focused and strategic infrastructure 
investments in urban centers and TOD areas, where these investments 
can be best leveraged to create communities of lasting value and 
exceptional quality of life.  CIP and PIAC projects that support 
efficient infrastructure and service provision for dense development 
should be prioritized. CIP and PIAC projects that encourage low 
density greenfield development and expand the City’s service and 
maintenance burdens should be discouraged.

Prioritizing Urban 
Infrastructure in TOD Areas

Prioritize infrastructure investments in existing urban areas, focusing 
on TOD locations in particular.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity and innovation
• Commercial Clustering & Business 

Niches
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Policy

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity and innovation
• Commercial Clustering & Business 

Niches
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Capital Improvements Program
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Kansas City,
Missouri

Focus Development 
in Urban Core and 
First Suburbs

Concentrate Suburban 
Development in Activity 

Centers along Fixed 
Guideway Transit Routes

Concentrating Investments
By concentrating our urban, suburban, and rural activities 
around existing or planned transit centers and promoting infill 
development in areas with existing transit access and other 
infrastructure, 

SOURCE: Mid-America Regional Council 
Smart Moves Corridors and Activity Centers
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Description
While existing zoning districts in the City’s Development Code provide 
a framework for permitted uses and maximum densities, minimum 
density requirements for new development are recommended as 
part of a new TOD overlay. Increasing the density of people, jobs, 
and services that are located adjacent to transit increases the 
efficiency and community benefit of transit investments and related 
urban infrastructure. Minimum density requirements ensure that new 
development can accommodate the uses and activities necessary to 
sustain a vital transit corridor.  Dwelling units per acre, employees per 
square foot, floor area ratios, and other widely used measures are 
available to evaluate density according to established standards and 
best practices for transit-supportive development.

Minimum Density

Incorporate minimum density requirements into a new TOD overlay 
appropriate to each TOD location

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Commercial Clustering & Business 

Niches
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code:
TOD Overlay

Description
Existing zoning districts in the City’s Development Code provide a 
ready-made framework to guide both use and density in TOD areas.  
Zoning in TOD areas should be reviewed and updated so that the base 
zoning districts permit the types of dense, mixed-use development 
necessary for successful TOD.  The appropriate zoning for each TOD 
depends on its location and type.  For example, TOD conditions vary 
greatly from downtown high rises to suburban and small town centers.  
Zoning is site specific and ultimately depends on the conditions and 
context of a place.  Area Plan updates and more detailed station area 
planning provide opportunities to initiate a process to update the 
land use map and base zoning districts.  Rezoning efforts can be also 
be undertaken in coordination with new development in TOD areas.

Zoning for Density

Update base zoning districts in TOD areas to accommodate dense, 
mixed-use development at a scale and intensity appropriate to each 
TOD location.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Commercial Clustering & Business 

Niches
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code:
Base Zoning Districts
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Urban Center Urban District Urban Community

Urban Neighborhood Suburban Center Town Center

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/2 Mile

1/4 Mile

1/2 Mile

Density Appropriate Base 
Zoning Districts

High

• DC-15
• DX-15
• B4-5*
• B3-5
• R-0.3, R-0.5

Moderate-High

• DC-10
• DX-10
• DR-10
• B3-5, B3-4, B3-3
• R-0.3, R-0.5

Moderate

• DX-5
• DR-5
• B2-5, B2-4, B2-3
• R-0.5, R-1.5, R-2.5

Moderate-Low
• B1-3, B1-2, B1-1
• R-5, R-6, R-7.5, R-10

Preservation • R-80

*Note: The B4 district use allows some uses that are 
inappropriate for walkable mixed-use districts, but does 
allow for artisan manufacturing (which is, in many cases, a 
TOD-compatible use) where B3, B2, and B1 districts do not. 
Carefully consider the use of the B4 zoning district in TOD 
areas.

Density by TOD Type

Transitions in Density
As a general rule, zoning districts should consistent on opposite 
sides of the street and transition between blocks. This diagram 
is intended to show the orders of magnitude of density in 
different TOD areas, not a specific recommendation for 
transitions between more dense and less dense areas. Those 
recommendations can be found on the following page and later 
in this document.
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Description
Base zoning districts can be a tool to manage transitions and 
boundaries between dense, transit oriented development, and 
adjacent, established neighborhoods.  Zoning in TOD areas should be 
reviewed and updated during a station-area master planning process 
to ensure that the base zoning districts provide for an effective 
transition of uses and densities, with measures for screening, 
buffering, and landscaping that protect adjacent neighborhoods, 
while maintaining flexibility for quality transit-oriented development. 
Once the base zoning is updated, the application of a TOD overlay 
becomes a much more effective tool to implement quality TOD 
projects.

Boundaries and Transitions

Establish appropriate boundaries and transitions in a new TOD 
overlay to support successful development and protect adjacent 
neighborhoods.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code:
Base Zoning Districts

Protected Zone

Density Extends 
to Adjacent Lots

Setback and 
Screening

Transition from Node to District
In order to fully leverage the transit investment, lots adjacent to transit nodes should develop at similar 
heights. Screening and setbacks are less necessary in these transition areas.

Transition from Node to Neighborhood
The portion of a development site in a node near a neighborhood should be set back form the neighborhood 
and match the heights of existing buildings in the neighborhood in order to preserve neighborhood character.
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Description
The City’s area plans establish a comprehensive and long term vision 
for land use, housing, public improvements, community development, 
and City services all developed and vetted through a participatory 
public process.  Area Plans provide a framework to consider land use 
and development issues related to transit-oriented development at a 
scale and scope that facilitates strategic integration of diverse issues.  
Area planning also provides a platform for community conversations 
about aspirations and concerns for specific places.  For these reasons, 
the area planning process is ideal for identifying appropriate locations 
for transit-oriented development, and for understanding how transit-
oriented development can best support and integrate into specific 
neighborhoods.

Planning for TOD

Identify appropriate locations for Transit Oriented Development as 
part of the City’s area planning process

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Commercial Clustering & Business 

Niches
• Productivity
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning

Description
This transit-oriented development policy includes a number of 
recommendations best implemented through the creation of a 
new Transit-Oriented Development Overlay that supplements base 
zoning. It would feature specific standards to enhance the function, 
quality, and benefit of transit-oriented development.  In addition to 
articulating specific design and development standards, the City 
should undertake a process to identify appropriate boundaries for 
new TOD overlays.  Because transit oriented development differs 
widely based on location and neighborhood context, using the TOD 
typologies identified in this policy to define overlay boundaries may 
be useful to ensure that the overlay recommendations are context-
appropriate.  TOD Locations should be identified in transit corridor 
planning exercises and area planning exercises, and assigned 
appropriate TOD typologies during the station area planning process.

TOD Locations

Use TOD policy, area plans, transit plans, and other sources to identify 
appropriate boundaries for a new TOD overlay.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Commercial Clustering & Business 

Niches
• Productivity
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Long Range Planning
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Mixture of Uses

Multiple Housing Types

Integrated Affordable Housing

Reuse of Historic Structures

Active Ground Floor

office

apartments

retail

single-family

secondary 
residence

Picture of Diversity
A diverse TOD area should provide a mix of uses, building types, housing options for various income levels, 
and experiences for pedestrians as they walk from place to place. A diverse environment engenders the 
uniqueness and spontaneous interactions that drive creative economies.
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TOD enhances the utility of transit by locating a mix of uses, services, activities, and destinations 
conveniently near transit. By accommodating a range of ages, incomes, and lifestyle preferences, TOD 
helps to connect transit to those who need it, and provides diverse opportunities for those who use 
it. Diversity increases the resiliency of a transit node by allowing an area to nimbly adapt to market 
conditions.  Recommendations for diversity address three main components.  First, recommendations 
support a mix of uses, housing types, businesses, and other components of the built environment, 
through policy, planning, and code requirements.  Second, diversity recommendations support mixed 
income neighborhoods through affordable housing strategies.  Third, diversity recommendations 
encourage reuse and integration with historic buildings.

Diversity

Recommendations

Zoning for a Mix of Uses Update base zoning in 
TOD areas to zoning districts that allow multiple 
uses in a district, lot, and building, and prohibit 
non-transit supporting uses  in accordance  within 
designated areas identified in station-area master 
planning process and area planning process.

Incentivizing Mixed-Use Development Incentivize 
mixed-use development by proactively engaging 
developers and providing financing tools and land 
use inducements for mixed-use development.

Requiring Active Ground Floor Uses Require 
actively-used ground floor in new development and 
redevelopment projects in order to generate more 
pedestrian activity and enhance the number of 
places accessible by transit.

Limiting Incompatible Uses Prohibit uses that are 
not transit supportive or degrade the pedestrian 
experience and quality of life in transit oriented 
development areas, and identify development 
standards to mitigate the impacts of potentially 
incompatible uses

Crafting a Housing Plan Establish a housing policy 
and affordability goals in TOD areas based on an 
analysis of housing market conditions in the TOD 
planning area.

Promoting Housing Variety Provide a variety of 
housing options that make it easier for most people 
to live in housing in a TOD area, regardless of their 
housing needs or price ranges.

Incentivizing Affordable Housing Proactively 
engage developers to provide affordable housing 
using available incentives in areas where affordable 
housing is needed.

Requiring Affordable Housing in Designated Areas
In areas where affordable housing is particularly 
scarce and development demand is high, require 
new housing developments to incorporate 
affordable units in their development or contribute 
to a housing fund.

Recognizing Historic Resources Identify existing 
historic resources and survey the building stock 
in TOD areas as a part of the station-area master 
planning process in order to preserve the existing 
character of an area.

Reuse of Historic Buildings Focus incentives on 
projects that reuse the existing building stock and 
preserve the character of new buildings.

Limiting Demolition Permits Require special review 
for a demolition permit in TOD areas as an interim 
measure to prevent irreversible or gratuitous 
demolitions.

Recreational and Cultural Amenities Incorporate 
parks, public art, and other cultural facilities in open 
spaces and other public rights-of-way in TOD areas.
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Description
The City’s zoning districts currently permit varying degrees of mixed-
use development and are sufficient to enable property owners and 
developers to build mixed-use projects. Residentially-zoned districts 
generally restrict land use to residential use and other compatible 
uses, such as schools and religious institutions. The appropriateness 
of mixed-use development should be evaluated during a station-area 
master planning process based upon the principles of development 
form, which generally support mixed-use development in all forms, 
albeit with limited mixed-use development in neighborhood forms. 
Station areas should be rezoned and a TOD overlay applied to 
accommodate the recommendations of the station-area master 
planning process.  Where no station area planning has occurred, 
appropriate zoning should be evaluated as part of the development 
review for new projects in TOD areas. The TOD area should require 
mixed use development in most uses, and to ensure compliance, the 
City should define mixed-use as transit supportive.

Zoning for a Mix of Uses

Update base zoning in TOD areas to zoning districts that allow 
multiple uses in a district, lot, and building  in accordance  within 
designated areas identified in station-area master planning process 
and area planning process.
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Connectivity
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Design

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Affordable Housing
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS

Implementation Category
Development Code

Vertical Mixed Use
A project with multiple uses is only mixed use if pedestrians can access multiple uses 
without much difficulty. Compact development and a pedestrian friendly environment 
are essential to creating a project that functions as mixed-use.

Office and Residential 
Units Above Ground Floor 
Commercial Space

Conventional Strip Development
Activities in this commercial strip are isolated in separate buildings in an environment 
that is difficult to walk to.
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Description
Beyond permitting mixed-use development, the City and its 
complementary agencies should encourage such development. The 
proposed TOD 353 incentive, which can be found in the finance for 
Transit-Oriented Development section of this document, and other 
funding mechanisms can be used to encourage developers to deliver 
mixed-use projects when private lenders are reticent to participate as 
the sole financiers of such projects due to the relatively novel nature 
of mixed-use development in the region and the greater perceived 
risk.

Incentivizing Mixed-Use 
Development

Incentivize mixed-use development by proactively engaging 
developers and providing financing tools and land use inducements 
for mixed-use development.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Affordable Housing
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS

Implementation Category
Economic Development Policy
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Description
An active ground floor space should include elements that add visual 
interest and activity to the pedestrian level of a building. An active 
ground floor can include larger uses, such as retail, restaurants, 
cafes, bars, and galleries, as well as smaller uses, such as windows 
that display artwork or additional outdoor seating. The City’s existing 
Pedestrian Overlay District and Downtown Zoning Districts include 
requirements for first floor transparency and a minimum floor-to-
ceiling height and  should also be included in a new TOD Overlay. 
Additionally, projects seeking incentives that include active ground 
floor uses should be given extra priority.

Promoting Active Ground-
Floor Uses

Promote an actively-used ground floor in new development and 
redevelopment projects in order to generate more pedestrian activity 
and enhance the number of places accessible by transit.

Ways to Activate a Ground-Floor Space:
• Provide views from the street into the first floor of a building
• Incorporate movable seating in a sidewalk area
• Place art in a ground-level window, or install it on the side of a 

building
• Provide direct access from the sidewalk to restaurants, cafes, 

and shops in the first floor of a mixed-use building
• Program street performances
• Convert a parking space into a temporary or permanent parklet

Denver, Colorado 
A street is activated by a series of active ground floor uses, with coordination 
between property owners and the City of Denver.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Affordable Housing
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS

Implementation Category
Development Code: TOD Overlay
Economic Development Policy
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Description
Uses such as drive-thru restaurants, gas stations, automobile-repair 
shops, self-storage facilities, and car washes can often degrade the 
pedestrian experience by increasing automobile traffic and lessening 
building frontage on a right-of-way. Beyond that, they are especially 
oriented toward automobile users rather than pedestrians and 
transit users, and thus are generally less useful in transit-oriented 
development areas. These uses should be restricted and allowed only 
by a special use permit in areas where a transit-oriented development 
zoning overlay is adopted. A special use permit limits the duration of 
a particular use on the site and requires an additional level of design 
oversight via the City Planning Commission and the Board of Zoning 
Adjustment.

Limiting Incompatible Uses

Prohibit uses that are not transit supportive or degrade the pedestrian 
experience and quality of life in transit oriented development areas, 
and identify development standards to mitigate the impacts of 
potentially incompatible uses

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code: 
TOD Overlay

Some Incompatible Uses:
• Gasoline and Fuel sales
• Drive-thru Facility
• Non-accessory parking
• Car wash and cleaning
• Light and Heavy Equipment Sales and Rental
• Motor Vehicle Repair
• Vehicle Storage and Towing
• Warehouse and Freight Storage
• Residential Storage

Drive-Thru Restaurant 
In an otherwise relatively walkable neighborhood, a drive-thru restaurant poses an 
inconvenience to pedestrians, whose travel conflicts with drivers often distracted by 
their purchases. Pedestrians are additionally inconvenienced by the lack of explicit 
facilities, despite an apparent desire to walk to this destination.
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Description
Work with community stakeholders to identify the housing needs 
in station areas. The prevailing goal of a TOD housing policy is to 
provide a balance of market-rate and affordable housing that matches 
the needs of the region. Some TOD areas may require additional 
affordable housing in order to mitigate the property value effects 
of transit connectivity.  By contrast, others may require additional 
market-rate housing to successfully reflect the regional housing 
market. Depending on the market conditions within a TOD area, 
certain measures should be taken to ensure that current residents, 
especially homeowners can continue to afford to live in the area 
without additional hardship. TOD areas should be incorporated into 
the 5-year Housing Consolidated Plan as a strategic area, developed 
by the Neighborhood Services and Housing Department, which is 
updated annually.

Housing Plan

Establish a housing policy and affordability goals in TOD areas based 
on an analysis of housing market conditions in the TOD planning area.

soft market hot market

rent and/or  housing value

regional average

number 
of housing 

units

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Affordable Housing
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning

Housing Market Analysis
Every TOD area has a unique housing situation which will merit different responses. 
Station Area Planning should include a housing market analysis and a housing survey 
that is able to assess the housing needs of a TOD area. In some cases, efforts should 
be taken to increase an area’s affordability. In other areas, it may be more important 
to promote market rate development while ensuring the same level of affordability 
for existing residents. The premium associated with fixed guideway transit must be 
supplemented with additional efforts to promote housing development, in many cases.
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Description
By providing housing options that range from small studio apartments 
to detached single-family homes, a greater range of people can live 
in TOD areas. Developers that provide a mixture of housing types or 
that meet a currently unfilled housing need in a TOD area should be 
prioritized for the TOD 353 or other incentive.

Housing Variety

Provide a variety of housing options at higher densities that make it 
easier for most people to live in housing in a TOD area, regardless of 
their housing needs or price ranges.

A Variety of Housing Types
By accommodating the housing needs of a variety of people, TOD areas can remain 
diverse and affordable. Young professionals in their first jobs living in studio apartments 
can live on the same block as a family in a detached house, and a summer intern can 
find a temporary space to stay in a secondary residential unit above a garage.

Secondary Residence

Detached 
Single-Family 

House

Studio 
Apartment

One Bedroom 
Apartment

Two Bedroom 
Apartment

Luxury 
Apartment

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Affordable Housing
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Policy
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Description
Focus HOME, CDBG, Low-Income Housing Tax Credits, and other 
financing tools to provide affordable housing in designated areas and 
to rehabilitate affordable housing in need of repair.

Incentivizing Affordable 
Housing
Proactively engage developers to provide affordable housing using 
available incentives in areas where affordable housing is needed.

Description
In particular markets, additional housing development may cause 
the cost of housing to increase further, and negatively impacting the 
ability of a TOD to retain its diverse character and for individuals to 
live in areas of their choice, which are served by transit. Some form 
of requirement or incentive would help to mitigate potential negative 
effects of new development, which would otherwise be desired in a 
TOD area.

Requiring Affordable 
Housing in Designated 
Areas
In areas where affordable housing is particularly scarce and 
development demand is high, require new housing developments to 
incorporate affordable units in their development or contribute to a 
housing fund.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Affordable Housing
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code:
Affordability Parameters set in TOD 
Overlay

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Affordable Housing
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Policy
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Description
Affordable housing units should be located thoughtfully throughout 
TOD areas rather than concentrated within a particular building.  
When incorporated into the same development, market-rate and 
affordable units should share entry ways, lobbies, and other common 
areas, and the difference between affordable units and market-rate 
units should be imperceptible from outside of the unit.

Integrating Affordable 
Housing
Maximize diversity by incorporating affordable housing within 
market-rate development.

Integrating Affordable Units
Affordable units are dispersed among market-rate units, and the difference between the 
two is imperceptible to the outside observer, regardless of whether the affordable units 
are  in a single apartment structure, townhomes, or a single-family unit.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Affordable Housing
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines

Subsidized Units
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Description
Redevelopment that will result in demolition or a significant exterior 
change to an historic structure is not recommended. Station Area 
Master Plans should conduct a survey to identify existing and 
potential national and locally designated and eligible resources that 
merit attention and whose development patterns define that area’s 
character. For rehabilitation projects, emphasis should be place on the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for rehabilitation and guidelines 
for rehabilitating historic buildings.

Historic Resources

Identify existing historic resources and survey the building stock in 
TOD areas as a part of the station-area master planning process in 
order to preserve the existing character of an area.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Neighborhood Identity
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning

Photo: Richard Welnowski

Photo: Richard Welnowski

Identifying Historic Resources
These mid-rise residential units along Linwood Boulevard represent a few of many 
historic structures along existing or planned transit corridors.  Historic resources 
contribute to the uniqueness of an area and add value to the experience of being in 
a TOD area. They should inform the design decisions of infill development, although 
outright replication of historic structures is seldom successful and should be avoided.
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Description
Projects within or including historic structures should receive 
additional priority for the use of Chapter 353 abatements or other 
incentive tools, as well as Historic Preservation Tax Credits (where 
applicable), to offset the costs associated with repurposing an 
historic resource for its continued use in a modern TOD area.

Reuse of Historic Buildings

Focus incentives on projects that reuse the existing building stock 
and preserve the character of new buildings.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Neighborhood Identity
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Policy

Photo: Milwaukee Deli

Reuse and Adaptive Reuse
The building pictured above was rescued from demolition and now serves a use similar 
to its originally intended use. However, changing technology provides the opportunity 
to imagine ways for structures to be used for new purposes.
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Description
Until a full survey of historic resources can be conducted in a TOD area, 
demolition permits should require an additional level of scrutiny from 
the Landmarks Commission. The permitting process for demolitions in 
TOD areas should be amended so that buildings 50 years old or older 
within TOD areas require approval by the Landmarks Commission, 
which can locally designate a building as historically or architecturally 
significant. The New TOD Overlay should also include various historic 
preservation provisions and/or be used in conjunction with an Historic 
Preservation Overlay.

Limiting Demolition 
Permits

Require special review for a demolition permit in TOD areas as an 
interim measure to prevent irreversible or gratuitous demolitions.

Description
As a part of a station area master-planning process, identify sites 
for new public spaces and added recreational facilities and cultural 
amenities within existing public spaces and public rights-of-way.  
Use funds from the Parks Impact Fee generated from increased 
development in TOD areas to concentrate these amenities in areas 
with a high concentration of pedestrian activity. An additional 
incentive for projects that provide open space, including the new 
TOD 353 should also be considered.

Recreational and Cultural 
Amenities

Incorporate parks, public art, and other cultural facilities in open 
spaces and other public rights-of-way in TOD areas.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Neighborhood Identity
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code: 
TOD Overlay and/or Historic Preservation 
Overlay

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Creativity & Innovation
• Open Space Preservation
• Improve Water Quality
• Biodiversity

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning, Development Code
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Union Square Park in New York City
Photo: David Robert Bliwas
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Well-designed public spaces (which can include privately owned public spaces) in dense TOD 
areas help to improve livability by supporting active, vital, comfortable public environments.  
Recommendations for public space design include the location and integration of public spaces to 
support TOD development and function well.  Recommendations also include features and amenities 
that ensure public spaces create dynamic experiences and opportunities for all users.

Design: Public Spaces

Recommendations

Balancing Public Space and Development Locate 
and design public space to support dense, mixed-
use development, ensuring that the provision 
of public space does not inhibit the potential to 
concentrate development in transit corridors

Integrating Public Space  Design public space 
to maintain a comfortable sense of enclosure for 
pedestrians, with a size, proportion, and location 
that integrates thoughtfully with surrounding uses.

Public Space at Destinations Incorporate 
intentionally designed public spaces into transit 
corridors, focusing in particular on transit stops and 
destinations. 

Variety of Experiences Encourage public spaces 
that respond to the context of surrounding 
development and facilitate a variety of experiences.

Public Space Surroundings Locate public space 
in high use areas with good visibility, access, and 
proximity to active uses in order to encourage 
activity and “eyes on the street.”

Accessibility of Public Spaces Ensure that public 
spaces should be accessible and comfortable for 
all users.  Private, fenced, and restricted access 
open spaces, and open spaces that are isolated 
from activity should be discouraged.

Comfort and Safety of Public Spaces Incorporate 
elements in public space design that enhance a 
sense of comfort and safety for users, including 
lighting, visibility, enclosure, and proximity to 
active uses. 
 
Public Space Amenities Include a variety of 
amenities in public space design to enhance 
user experience, including seating, lighting, 
shade, landscaping, wayfinding, art, interpretive 
and interactive features, public facilities, special 
pavement, and other amenities. 

Dynamic and Flexible Public Spaces Design 
public spaces as dynamic, diverse, flexible places 
that accommodate a variety of uses, programming 
and activities.

Transportation Amenities Where integrated with 
transit facilities, design public spaces to include 
amenities such as bike racks, lockers, ticket kiosks, 
or other amenities that support the use of transit 
and greater mobility in general. 

Alleys as Public Spaces Where integrated with 
transit facilities, design public spaces to include 
amenities such as bike racks, lockers, ticket kiosks, 
or other amenities that support the use of transit 
and greater mobility in general. 
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Description
Quality public spaces in high density areas improve livability by 
providing for healthy human interaction and vibrant, active streets.  
These spaces also cater to the open space needs of surrounding 
residents.  Public spaces, however, must be carefully integrated with 
new development so that the provision of open space does not inhibit 
the potential of locations near transit that would most benefit from 
a concentration of development and activities.   As part of a station 
area planning process or in the design and review of development 
in TOD areas, the City should work with the community and private 
developers to identify opportunities for a variety of integrated public 
spaces, and encourage the provision of well designed, programmed, 
and maintained public space that enhances surrounding development 
without limiting its potential.

Balancing Public Space 
and Development
Locate and design public space to support dense, mixed-use 
development, ensuring that the provision of public space does not 
inhibit the potential to concentrate development in transit corridors.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Housing Diversity
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning
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Flexible Space for 
Food and Vendors

Maintenance 
(Newspaper, Trash)

Lighting

Transparent 
Ground Floor

Seating
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Description
Within TOD areas, public spaces that are poorly located, or sized too 
largely can detract from the pedestrian experience, creating a break 
in active uses, and functioning as a barrier between places rather 
than a focal point for activity.  Public spaces that create a significant 
gap in an enclosed street wall can also create a sense of discomfort 
and limit active uses.  A good public space in a dense TOD area helps 
to increase the activity, vitality, and comfort of users.  Plazas, pocket 
parks, off-street paths, linear parks, alleys, and active sidewalks 
are examples of potential public spaces in TOD areas that can be 
incorporated into a variety of different contexts.

Integrating Public Space
Design public space to maintain a comfortable sense of enclosure 
for pedestrians, with a size, proportion, and location that integrates 
thoughtfully with surrounding uses.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security
• Local Prosperity
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines

Plaza

Alley

P
ro

m
en

ad
e

Sidewalk

General Typology of Public Spaces

Pocket Park
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Description
Public space along transit corridors generates a psychological 
effect of shorter walks and provides for more of a comfortable and 
interesting pedestrian experience. Integrating public spaces with 
transit stops and destinations increases the efficiency of transit 
corridors due to the stops/stations increased visibility and its 
ability to integrate maximum transit based amenities in the public 
spaces.  As part of a station area planning process or in the design 
of new transit-oriented development, the City should encourage the 
integration of public spaces on transit corridors.  Within destination 
areas, public space amenities should be designed to accommodate 
and encourage activity and interaction.  Between destinations, 
emphasize comfortable mobility in public space design.

Public Space at 
Destinations
Incorporate intentionally designed public spaces into transit corridors, 
focusing in particular on transit stops and destinations. 

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Public Safety
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning

Description
Public spaces in TOD areas should be designed in a way to 
accommodate various functions and programs. Such well designed 
and programmed spaces in TOD areas, increases the efficiency of 
space and also provides a variety of experiences along the transit 
corridor for local residents and commuters alike.  These functions and 
programs should be developed through stakeholder feedback during 
station area planning. 

Variety of Experiences
Encourage public spaces that respond to the context of surrounding 
development and facilitate a variety of experiences.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines
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Description
Public spaces should be accessible and comfortable for all users, 
regardless of age, income, or ability.  Restricting access and visibility 
to open spaces through gates, elevation changes, or segregated 
pathways creates spaces that are often only used during specific 
periods of the day, and only by certain people. Thus, this discourages 
active interaction, by limiting the efficiency and benefit of these 
spaces in TOD areas.

Accessibility of Public 
Spaces
Ensure public spaces should be accessible and comfortable for all 
users.  Private, fenced, and restricted-access open spaces, and open 
spaces that are isolated from activity should be discouraged.

Description
Public spaces in TOD areas should be designed within or near high-
intensity nodes to encourage and spread the zone of pedestrian 
activity. A clear visual connection from within developments and 
sidewalks activates spaces and acts as a deterrent to crime, and 
creates a more safe and vibrant urban realm. As each space is unique,  
site specific consideration is necessary as part of station area planning 
or in the design of particular sites.

Public Space Surroundings
Locate public space in high use areas with good visibility, access, and 
proximity to active uses in order to encourage activity and “eyes on 
the street.”

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines
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Description
Providing amenities that make TOD areas more walkable, livable, and 
functional encourages use of public spaces while also supporting 
transit use.  The City should incorporate amenity requirements for 
public spaces as part of a new TOD overlay, including seating, lighting, 
shade, and landscaping.  Station area planning and the development 
design process present an opportunity to integrate other types of 
amenities to enhance public spaces.  Potential features include 
wayfinding, art, interpretive and interactive features, and public 
facilities.

Public Space Amenities
Include a variety of amenities in public space design to enhance 
user experience, including seating, lighting, shade, landscaping, 
wayfinding, art, interpretive and interactive features, public facilities, 
special pavement, and other amenities. 

Description
Public spaces are most successful when they are active, and a 
sense of comfort and safety is important to encourage active use.  
Lighting, shade, seating, proximity to active uses, and high visibility 
that maintains a sense of enclosure are features that can enhance 
the comfort and safety of a public space.  CPTED (Crime Prevention 
through Environmental Design) principles should also be integrated 
in public space design to enhance safety. These include a variety 
of measures that can maximize visibility, foster interaction, clearly 
delineate public and private spaces, and visually communicate a high 
level of maintenance, attention, and responsibility for public spaces. 

Comfort and Safety of 
Public Spaces
Incorporate elements in public space design that enhance a sense of 
comfort and safety for users, including lighting, visibility, enclosure, 
and proximity to active uses.  

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code
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Description
Flexible public spaces that can accommodate a range of uses, 
activities, and interactions support a more active environment 
throughout the day.  A variety of types, sizes, and functions for public 
space creates dynamic and varied experiences.  Where successful, 
these public space characteristics can enhance the pedestrian 
experience and overall livability of TOD areas, and thereby increase 
the desirability and viability of transit use.  In station area planning or 
review of transit oriented development, the City should encourage 
public spaces that are flexible and multi-purpose.  

Dynamic and Flexible 
Spaces
Design public spaces as dynamic, diverse, flexible places that 
accommodate a variety of uses, programming and activities.

Applicable Development Forms

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Movable Seating

Open space for Performances 
and Flexible Programming

Food Stands

Active Ground Floor with Retail 
& Shopping Experience
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Description
Integrating transit amenities into public spaces in TOD areas will 
increase the efficiency and usability of transit, because these amenities 
help to facilitate comfortable and convenient travel between transit 
modes and a person’s ultimate origin and destination.  The increased 
pedestrian traffic associated with transit facilities likewise contributes 
to the activity and vitality of adjacent public spaces.  In station area 
planning and design of transit facilities or adjacent development, the 
City should encourage public space amenities that enhance the transit 
experience, such as bike racks, off-board ticket kiosks, wayfinding 
and transit system information, public facilities, and other features.

Transportation Amenities
Where integrated with transit facilities, design public spaces to include 
amenities such as bike racks, lockers, ticket kiosks, or other amenities 
that support the use of transit and greater mobility in general.  

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines

Publicly Accessible 
Restrooms

Public Transit

Public Transit Seating

Canopy for Shade in 
Waiting Area Ticketing & Information

Bicycle Parking
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Programmed 
Spaces

Description
Alleys form an integral part of the urban fabric and public realm 
in Kansas City. In addition to their critical service functions, alleys 
can support a parallel network of pedestrian and bicycle mobility, 
strengthening overall connectivity within TOD areas.  Alleys can 
also function as urban public spaces for adjacent development, 
with a flexibility and freedom for activity that is not found on major 
streets.  Conversely, when alleys are neglected, they can have a 
negative influence on surrounding uses, creating a sense of isolation, 
discomfort, and neglect.  The City should encourage flexible use 
of alleys as connectors and public spaces, while recognizing and 
maintaining their important service functions—functions that in turn 
create greater flexibility on the street side of development.

Alleys as Public Spaces
Design and enhance alleys to accommodate pedestrian spaces and 
connections in addition to their utility and service functions.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines
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Photo: Steve Boland
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Quality streets and sidewalks enhance the desirability of transit and transit-oriented development by 
providing a comfortable and inviting environment for pedestrians and cyclists as they travel to and 
from transit and on to their ultimate destinations.  Recommendations for street and sidewalks include 
guidelines for design of sidewalks and adjacent development, and features to enhance pedestrian 
safety and comfort.  Recommendations also support integration of all modes of transit, from traffic 
calming, to intersection design, and management of access drives.

Design: Streets and Sidewalks

Recommendations

Sidewalk Design  Design sidewalks to comfortably 
accommodate pedestrians, with landscaping, 
amenities, and other functions supportive of a 
complete street

Street-Building Interface Support a quality 
pedestrian environment by focusing active uses 
and amenities at street level, orienting buildings 
toward the street, and encouraging transparency, 
variety, visibility, and interactivity for ground level 
uses fronting the sidewalk.

Sidewalk Comfort and Safety Design streets and 
sidewalks to incorporate elements that enhance 
a sense of comfort and safety for users, including 
lighting, visibility, enclosure, and proximity to active 
uses.

Manage Curb Cuts Manage curb cuts in TOD areas 
to minimize the areas of potential conflict between 
automobiles, pedestrians, and cyclists, including 
elimination of unnecessary drives, narrowing of 
driveway widths, and creating access on side streets 
with less bicycle and pedestrian traffic.

Minimize Mode Conflicts Design streets in TOD 
areas to enhance comfort and safety, and minimize 
conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists, transit, 
and automobiles, using best practices for facility 
design, access management, buffering, intersection 
treatments, and other design elements.

Flexible and Dynamic Streets Design streets in 
TOD areas as dynamic, diverse, flexible places that 
accommodate a variety of uses, programming and 
activities in addition to their mobility functions.

Private Use of Streets and Sidewalks Review and 
update existing guidelines for private use of public 
streets and sidewalks, in order to accommodate and 
encourage diverse and active uses ,while preserving 
essential access and mobility for all users.

Traffic Speed Review and calibrate posted 
traffic speeds in TOD areas to prioritize a safe 
and comfortable pedestrian environment, while 
supporting efficient transit function and flow of 
traffic.

Traffic Calming Incorporate traffic calming 
measures for streets in TOD areas to manage the 
speed of traffic and increase the comfort and safety 
of pedestrians and cyclists.

Intersection Design Design intersections in 
TOD areas to efficiently manage all modes of 
transportation while enhancing comfort, safety, and 
ease of use.

Infrastructure Coordination Coordinate transit 
improvements, streetscape enhancements, and 
upgrades to utilities to leverage funding, reduce the 
overall cost of improvements, and minimize future 
impacts to transit service.
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Description
Sidewalks should be welcoming and accessible to all, and provide 
a continuous, unobstructed, well-maintained, and clutter-free 
walking environment.  Generally, sidewalks should provide a zone for 
continuous mobility, a zone for amenities, utilities, and furnishings, 
and a zone for building frontage (See Walkability Plan LOS).  The 
width of the sidewalk’s mobility zone should vary based on the size 
and activity of the street.  Dense and active transit streets should 
provide a larger mobility zone to accommodate a greater number of 
pedestrians.  Narrow side streets require less space for pedestrians 
to comfortably travel. An amenity zone for sidewalks ensures that 
all of the necessary lighting, furnishings, utilities, seating, signage, 
and other installations do not impede the comfortable travel of 
pedestrians on the sidewalk.  A building frontage zone allows for 
street-fronting doors to safely open, as well as providing space for 
landscaping.  The City should incorporate best practices for sidewalk 
design in urban areas as part of  a complete streets policy or updates 
to templates in the City’s Major Street Plan.

Sidewalk Design
Design sidewalks to comfortably accommodate pedestrians, with 
landscaping, amenities, and other functions supportive of a complete 
street.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards: Major Streets Plan or a 
New Complete Streets Policy

Description
The City’s Pedestrian-Oriented Overlay identifies a number of 
standards to “preserve and enhance the character of pedestrian-
oriented streets, and in turn, to promote street-level activity, 
economic vitality, and pedestrian safety and comfort.”  Creating active 
destinations and a quality pedestrian environment are essential to 
successful transit-oriented development, and the interface between 
development and the street has a major impact on the quality of 
the pedestrian environment and experience of a street.  The City 
should review, adapt, and incorporate components of the pedestrian 
oriented overlay into a new TOD overlay, including standards for 
building placement and orientation, ground floor transparency, doors 
and entrances, parking location, driveway and vehicle access, and 
design of ground floor space that can accommodate active uses.

Street-Building Interface
Support a quality pedestrian environment by focusing active uses 
and amenities at street level, orienting buildings toward the street, 
and encouraging transparency, variety, visibility, and interactivity for 
ground level uses fronting the sidewalk.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigate Climate Change
• Improve Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS

Implementation Category
Development Code
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Description
Lighting, shade, seating, proximity to active uses, and high visibility 
that maintains a sense of enclosure are features that can enhance the 
comfort and safety of a street (See Walkability Plan LOS).  CPTED 
(Crime Prevention through Environmental Design) principles should 
also be integrated in street design to enhance safety, including a 
variety of measures that can maximize visibility, foster interaction, 
clearly delineate public and private spaces, and visually communicate 
a high level of maintenance, attention, and responsibility for public 
spaces. 

Sidewalk Comfort and 
Safety
Design streets and sidewalks to incorporate elements that enhance 
a sense of comfort and safety for users, including lighting, visibility, 
enclosure, and proximity to active uses.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines

Sidewalks comfortably accommodate private uses, mobility and 
bike parking
Photo: Kent Kanouse

Expanded sidewalks provide seating areas 
Photo: Sterling Davis
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Description
A large and growing body of research, case studies, and best practices 
from across the country is establishing a framework for how to 
successfully integrate pedestrians, cyclists, transit, and automobiles 
together in a complete street.  On transit corridors in particular, the 
thoughtful integration of all modes is essential to ensure that transit 
can operate conveniently and efficiently, and that the first/last mile 
experience of pedestrians and cyclists is safe, direct, comfortable, and 
interesting.  The City should incorporate best practices for complete 
streets through adoption of NACTO (National Association of City 
Transportation Officials) guidelines for Urban Streets and Urban 
Bikeways, incorporation of NACTO or equivalent standards into the 
City’s Major Street Plan, or development of standalone Complete 
Street guidelines for Kansas City based on national best practices.

Minimizing Mode Conflicts
Design streets in TOD areas to enhance comfort and safety, 
and minimize conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists, transit, 
and automobiles, using best practices for facility design, access 
management, buffering, intersection treatments, and other design 
elements.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards

Description
Driveways are points of potential conflict between automobiles, 
pedestrians and cyclists.  To the extent that driveways can be 
narrowed, consolidated or relocated to side streets and alleys, the 
safety and comfort of pedestrians and cyclists can be enhanced, 
supporting an active and inviting environment that is important 
for successful transit-oriented development.  The City’s Pedestrian-
Oriented Overlay identifies standards for curb cuts and placement of 
driveways that could be adapted and incorporated into a new TOD 
overlay.  Alternatively, the City’s Parkways and Boulevards Standards 
(Parks and Recreation) and Design Criteria and Construction 
Standards (Public Works) could be updated to address pedestrian 
interaction in addition to efficient traffic flow.

Manage Curb Cuts
Manage curb cuts in TOD areas to minimize the areas of potential 
conflict between automobiles, pedestrians, and cyclists, including 
elimination of unnecessary drives, narrowing of driveway widths, 
and providing access on side streets with less bicycle and pedestrian 
traffic.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code or Access 
Management Standards
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Description
Streets that can accommodate a range of uses, activities, and 
interactions support a more active environment throughout the day.  
Accommodating a variety of uses and experiences on streets can 
enhance the pedestrian experience and overall livability of TOD areas, 
and thereby increase the desirability and viability of transit use.  In 
station area planning or review of transit-oriented development, the 
City should encourage streets that are flexible and multi-purpose, 
particularly in major destinations and high activity locations.  

Flexible and 
Dynamic Streets
Design streets in TOD areas as dynamic, diverse, flexible places 
that accommodate a variety of uses, programming and activities in 
addition to their mobility functions.

Description
Sidewalks are spaces where public and private realms meet, and the 
relationship between sidewalks and adjacent buildings has a major 
impact on the function and experience of a place.  Private use of 
sidewalks, including cafe seating, street performers, market stalls, 
and more, can enhance the pedestrian experience and support 
active destinations, so long as this private use is carefully designed 
and integrated with a street’s important mobility functions.  The City 
should review and update guidelines for private use of public streets 
and sidewalks to ensure that existing policies reflects community 
goals for active, vital streets.  In addition to common street uses such 
as restaurant seating, there are a number of private uses that would 
benefit from greater clarity and guidance from the City, including 
standards for parklets, vendors on City boulevards, food trucks, bike 
parking, and others.  

Private Use of Streets and 
Sidewalks
Review and update existing guidelines  for private use of public streets 
and sidewalks, in order to accommodate and encourage diverse and 
active uses while preserving essential access and mobility for all users.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Local Prosperity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Neighborhood Identity
• Local Prosperity
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Policy
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Transit Stop

Lighting

Seating

Retail/Active Uses

Shade

Private Use Area 
Where sidewalk space allows, encourage the use of this space for cafés, 
performers, and food vendors, which contribute to the pedestrian experience.

Mobility Area
Should stay clear of any obstructions from other uses like cafe, 
performances, food trucks, or sitting
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Description
Traffic speed is the most critical factor in the severity of pedestrian 
collisions (See Walkability Plan).  Ensuring that the speed of traffic 
is appropriate for dense, urban, pedestrian oriented areas has a 
major impact not only on pedestrian safety, but also on perceptions 
of comfort and walkability.  Furthermore, high traffic speeds require 
street design considerations, such as wider lanes, or turning radii, 
that impact the space and quality of non-auto functions on the street.  
Additionally, traffic speeds affect how and where transit can operate 
effectively.  The City should review traffic speed in TOD areas, and 
along transit corridors in general, to ensure that posted speeds are 
consistent with safely operating in a complex urban environment.  
The City should also pursue street design that reflects the desired 
speed of corridors rather than their existing operating speed.

Traffic Speed
Review and calibrate posted traffic speeds in TOD areas to prioritize 
a safe and comfortable pedestrian environment, while supporting 
efficient transit function and flow of traffic.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards

10-15 mph: 2% Crash Fatality Risk

20-25 mph: 5% Crash Fatality Risk

30-35 mph: 45% Crash Fatality Risk

40+ mph: 85% Crash Fatality Risk

Travel Speed and Peripheral Vision
Source: NACTO
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Description
Streets in TOD areas should be designed for traffic to operate at 
speeds that are appropriate for dense, mixed-use, pedestrian oriented 
areas.  Physical modifications to roadways presents opportunities to 
calm traffic while improving safety and comfort for other users (See 
Walkability Plan).  Elements such as reduced lane widths, bump outs, 
center islands, speed tables, and chicanes may be appropriate in 
particular circumstances.  Even placement of trees, or modification of 
signal timing can serve a traffic calming role.  The City should review 
and update standards for a range of traffic calming features as a 
component of its Major Street Plan, in addition to criteria for where 
such measures should be considered.  

Traffic Calming
Incorporate traffic calming measures for streets in TOD areas to 
manage the speed of traffic and increase the comfort and safety of 
pedestrians and cyclists.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards

Building Placement
Place buildings closer to the roadway to 
place objects in the sight line of drivers 
and give them a sense of the speed they 
are traveling.

Street Trees
Use street trees to give drivers a sense of 
the speed they are driving.

Two-Way Streets
Two way streets create a heightened 
sense of awareness in drivers who are also 
looking for oncoming traffic.

Street Parking & Bump Outs
Add street parking lanes to create a more 
narrow travel lane.

Median
A median narrows the travel lane and 
reduces the travel speed of drivers

Roundabout
An object or monument in the center of 
an intersection causes drivers to slow 
down at intersections

Traffic Calming Strategies
See NACTO Urban Street Design Guide for more traffic calming strategies
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Description
Intersection design connects many components important to 
successful transit-oriented development, including efficient 
movement of multiple modes of transit, safety, and comfortable, 
convenient travel for all users.  Best practices for crosswalks, curb 
radii, traffic signal location and operation, queue jumping, bus pull 
outs, station areas, and other features (See Walkability Plan) should 
be incorporated into the design of new and modified intersections in 
TOD areas. This should be done according to the needs of particular 
locations, and criteria for the operation and interaction of various 
modes of travel.  The City should incorporate best practices for 
intersection design through adoption of NACTO (National Association 
of City Transportation Officials) guidelines for Urban Streets and 
Urban Bikeways, incorporation of NACTO or equivalent standards into 
the City’s Major Street Plan, or development of standalone Complete 
Street guidelines for Kansas City based on national best practices.

Intersection Design
Design intersections in TOD areas to efficiently manage all modes of 
transportation while enhancing comfort, safety, and ease of use.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards

Streetscape improvements enhance safety for alternative modes 
and increase efficiency
Photo: NYC DOT

All transportation modes can be accommodated safely and 
effectively
Photo: Dylan Passmore
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Description
A focused, layered approach to public and private development 
in TOD areas helps to leverage scarce resources and maximize the 
impact of investments. A coordinated approach to infrastructure 
investment takes advantage of existing activity, developer interest, 
and related infrastructure projects to support neighborhood 
vitality more comprehensively. Strategically coordinating public 
infrastructure improvements with catalytic development, transit, 
amenities, and other services helps to lay the foundation for renewed 
private investment and development in TOD areas.  The City is already 
demonstrating this proactive and layered approach to infrastructure 
with utility and streetscape improvements in coordination with the 
Downtown Streetcar Starter Line and proposed coordination of 
streetscape improvements with scheduled water main replacements.

Infrastructure Coordination
Coordinate transit improvements, streetscape enhancements, and 
upgrades to utilities to leverage funding, reduce the overall cost of 
improvements, and minimize future impacts to transit service.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Capital Improvements Program
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Photo: Reconnecting America
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While many aspects of successful transit-oriented development focus on the public realm, the quality 
of private development and its relationship to transit and public spaces in TOD areas is essential for 
successful transit-oriented development.  Recommendations for development design in TOD areas 
address the relation of such forms to their surroundings, orientation and massing in order to achieve 
various goals, and guidelines for design and integration of development to support neighborhood 
authenticity and character.

Design: Development

Recommendations

Relationship to Surrounding Development  Review 
and update existing development standards for 
screening, buffering, and transitions between 
different uses and intensities in dense, mixed-use 
TOD areas.

Authenticity and Neighborhood Character 
Promote the use of high quality materials, attention 
to architectural details and design excellence.

Universal Design Support universal design 
standards in building regulations to increase 
accessibility of uses in close proximity to transit 
facilities for users of all ages and abilities.

Building Massing and Orientation Develop 
standards for building orientation and massing 
that address frontage to streets and public 
spaces, a pedestrian scale,  solar orientation, 
topography, response to existing character and 
built environment, and transitions to surrounding 
neighborhoods.

Accommodation of Multi-Modal Facilities 
Incorporate pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities 
into the design of new projects, and encourage 
the retrofit of existing development in TOD areas 
to accommodate convenient walking, biking, and 
transit use.
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Description
The City’s existing development standards include screening and 
transition requirements to protect uses from potential negative 
impacts of neighbors. Ensuring that these standards are applicable 
to the increased density and intensity of uses in TOD areas, including 
some locations where single-family areas are located in close proximity 
to major transit corridors, is an important step in coordination with an 
update of base zoning categories.  The City should consider updating 
these requirements to include specific provisions for TOD areas and 
incorporating transition standards to a new TOD Overlay.

Relationship to 
Surrounding Development
Review and update existing development standards for screening, 
buffering, and transitions between different uses and intensities in 
dense, mixed-use TOD areas.

Transition Land Use
From Mixed Use to Residential

Transition Density
From Multifamily to 
Duplex to Single Family

Building Mass
Keep Large Anchors 
on Street Corners

Provide Screening 
and Buffer Space

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Affordable Housing
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity
• Housing Diversity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code
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Description
In promoting a more compact and dense urban environment, 
attention to design and details is important to optimize livability and 
longevity. A design guideline to ensure that the subject of design 
excellence is considered in new TOD development will provide a basis 
for staff planners during the development review process. The intent 
of this recommendation is to encourage human-scaled buildings and 
to ensure the consistent use of high quality, durable materials and 
details appropriate to the urban environment. Buildings in a TOD area 
must convey an urban disposition in the highest sense. Seen as an 
ensemble, individual buildings and blocks of development should be 
composed to reduce bulk at the top and provide a varied skyline. 
Buildings should also be true to their architectural style. While some 
buildings may be traditional and others contemporary in style, each 
must complement the whole through appropriate proportions and 
attention to scale and detail. Traditional-style buildings should not 
be a caricature version of an historical style, or a faux nostalgic 
reproduction; rather, they should include the depth of articulation, 
fenestration, and a thorough execution of detail befitting their style 
and use of materials in a meaningful way. True to our city’s strong arts 
focus, the participation of local artisans/craftsmen in detailing and 
materials should be encouraged.

Authenticity and 
Neighborhood Character
Promote the use of high quality materials, attention to architectural 
details and design excellence.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines

Appropriate use of modern building materials on a new 
construction project contributes to a sense of place
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Description
New development projects should optimize the existing conditions 
to meet the four principles of a successful TOD. As such, they 
must balance several strategies at once. First and foremost, new 
development should identify and preserve existing historic structures  
on the site. The site’s existing zoning should set the maximum height 
or floor area ratio, as well as set backs. Buildings should orient 
toward the street or public places, and never toward a parking lot. 
The mass of the building should be broken up in response to adjacent 
structures and site conditions such as topography or solar orientation. 
Finally, the development should carve out room for public spaces 
to accommodate the flow of pedestrians through the site and near 
transit. So as not to deter public spaces on development parcels 
and near transit stops, density bonuses should be occasionally be 
awarded to developers that make special considerations for public 
spaces.

Building Massing 
and Orientation
Develop standards for building orientation and massing that address 
frontage to streets and public spaces, a pedestrian scale, response 
to the existing character and built environment, and transitions to 
surrounding neighborhoods.

Description
Universal Design goes beyond ADA compliance to ensure that not only 
people with disabilities, but also the young, elderly and constrained 
can easily access all public spaces, front entries of buildings, and 
transit facilities through subtle and detailed design recommendations. 
Examples include exterior stairs and landings, escalators, elevators, 
textured ground surfaces, seating at key resting points, through-
block connections, ramps for wheeled devices (wheelchairs, strollers, 
bicycles) and wider ingress and egress along pedestrian paths. These 
design standards must also integrate principles of safety and security, 
encouraging natural surveillance through strategic placement of 
doors, windows, balconies, and street level uses, sufficient lighting at 
the street level and semi-transparent rather than opaque screening 
materials at corners and passageways.

Universal Design
Support universal design standards in building regulations to increase 
accessibility of uses in close proximity to transit facilities for users of 
all ages and abilities.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Public Health 
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code
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Step 1
Identify and preserve historic or otherwise significant structures in development area.

Step 2
Identify maximum height and F.A.R. allowed by zoning.

Step 3
Adjust massing to increase density on transit corridor and match existing neighborhood 
scale.

Step 4
Provide open space and pathways for pedestrian flow.

Density Bonus

Buildable Envelope

Historic
Structure
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Description
Providing space for alternative modes of transportation within 
private developments and/or providing private amenities to support 
existing public facilities will increase the accessibility and use of 
transit (See Walkability Plan).  The City should require development 
to contribute to a broader network of open spaces and public life 
including attention to widened sidewalks, through-block connections 
and alleys also designed for bicycle traffic, art, year-round activity 
(spaces for markets, plantings, weather protection, moveable seating 
and tables, pedestrian lighting, 24 hour WiFi, etc.), bike racks and 
storage, bike share stations, showers, lockers, and signage or kiosks.  
When parking is included on site, it should be located behind a 
building and accessed from an alley, or if none exists, a side street.

Accommodation of 
Multi-Modal Facilities
Incorporate pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities into the design 
of new projects, and encourage the retrofit of existing development 
in TOD areas to accommodate convenient walking, biking, and transit 
use.

Streetcar running through private development with bicycle 
parking accommodations
Photo: Steve Vance

Streetcar in an active public plaza at Portland State University

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code
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Photo: Roger DuPuls
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The location and design of transit facilities in TOD areas has an impact on the visibility, accessibility, 
convenience of transit.  Recommendations for transit facilities include guidelines for location and 
design of transit facilities in various conditions, from major destinations with high levels of activity, to 
space-constrained transit stops in sidewalk environments.  Coordination with surrounding uses and the 
design of facilities to enhance the function and experience of users are also considered.

Design: Transit Facilities

Recommendations

Integration with Sidewalk and Public Space  Design 
transit facilities that thoughtfully integrate into 
sidewalks and public spaces, in order to enhance 
the experience for transit users, ensure efficient 
movement in the corridor, and create quality places.

Coordination with Surrounding Uses Design 
transit facilities to thoughtfully coordinate with 
surrounding uses, by leveraging the concentration 
of transit users to support more active and vital 
destinations, and providing transit users convenient 
access to a variety of opportunities and services.

Transit Facility Placement Design transit facilities 
to enhance the function of the transit system and 
experience of the surrounding area.  Transit facilities 
can function as icons or landmarks for destinations, 
with design elements that provide wayfinding 
along transit corridors, or unifying features that 
strengthen connections between neighborhoods.

Transit Facility Design Design transit facilities to 
enhance the function of the transit system and 
experience of the surrounding area.  Transit facilities 
can function as icons or landmarks for destinations, 
with design elements that provide wayfinding 
along transit corridors, or unifying features that 
strengthen connections between neighborhoods.

Universal Design Standards Design transit facilities 
to be aesthetic and usable to the greatest extent 
possible by everyone, regardless of age, ability, or 
status in life.
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Description
Transit stops should provide adequate space to board and alight, 
while maintaining safe and convenient paths for pedestrians to 
travel around station locations and connect to nearby services 
and activities.  At major nodes and districts, where transit use 
and pedestrian activity is higher, more space is necessary to 
accommodate greater pedestrian traffic and public space amenities.  
At a minimum, all transit stops should be designed to integrate into 
the street environment in a manner that supports transit use while 
maintaining efficient function of streets and sidewalks.  Transit stops 
for premium transit (fixed rail or bus rapid transit), and transit stops 
in premium transit locations, warrant a more detailed planning and 
design process involving local stakeholder input.  Through strategic 
process, or in the station area planning or the system planning process 
for new transit services, the transit authority should coordinate with 
the City departments responsible for public right-of-way (Public 
Works, Parks and Recreation, and City Planning and Development) to 
balance operational needs for transit service, streetscape amenities 
and design, coordination with utilities and other infrastructure, and 
community priorities.  Final design of transit facilities should strive to 
achieve the highest number of TOD goals with all stakeholders.

Integration with Sidewalk 
and Public Space
Design transit facilities that thoughtfully integrate into sidewalks and 
public spaces, in order to enhance the experience for transit users, 
ensure efficient movement in the corridor, and create quality places.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Productivity
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Seating

Information

Shade Canopy/
Weather Protection
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Canopy & Weather 
Protection

Lighting

Maintenance & Waste/
Recycling Bins

Publicly Accessible Restroom

Seating

Information & 
Ticketing Kiosks

Waiting Area
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Description
Station area planning provides an opportunity to coordinate transit 
facilities with surrounding uses to support more active and vital 
destinations.  Economic development analysis can identify the types 
and amount of development that is estimated to be supported with 
the influx of transit users.  The location of transit facilities should 
strategically build upon existing assets in nodes, corridors, districts, 
and neighborhoods.  As part of the station area planning process, the 
City should engage with organizations, businesses, and developers 
who are a good match for the potential of the site and stakeholder 
goals to join conversations about supportive uses and development 
around transit.

Coordination with 
Surrounding Uses
Design transit facilities to thoughtfully coordinate with surrounding 
uses, leveraging the concentration of transit users to support more 
active and vital destinations, and providing transit users convenient 
access to a variety of opportunities and services.

Description
Transit facilities vary based on type, volume of service and street 
configuration. A bus stop can be a pole with a concrete pad, a bench, 
a shelter, or a separated station with kiosks and boarding zones. 
NACTO standards exist for each type of shelter based on the width 
of the roadway and the needs and complexities of the transit service. 
The City should adopt NACTO standards and apply accordingly 
during a station area master planning process.

Transit Facility Placement
Design transit facilities to enhance the function of the transit system 
and experience of the surrounding area.  Transit facilities can function 
as icons or landmarks for destinations, with design elements that 
provide wayfinding along transit corridors, or unifying features that 
strengthen connections between neighborhoods.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigate Climate Change
• Improve Air Quality

NODES

Implementation Category
Street Standards and Station Area 
Planning

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS
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Description
During station area planning and conceptual transit system design, 
the transit authority should coordinate with ongoing neighborhood, 
corridor, or district identity programs to assure that transit facilities 
build upon the area character and identity. Whenever possible, 
transit facility design should include a committee of local artists, 
businesses and/or neighborhood leaders and at a minimum reference 
or incorporate area iconography. The City, transit operators, and 
facility fabricators should provide a clear understanding to the local 
stakeholders of what is customizable and what is not for each facility 
type, as well as overall budget constraints. The Streetcar Aesthetics 
Committee for Kansas City’s downtown starter streetcar line provides 
a model process for stakeholder participation in transit facility design.

Transit Facility Design
Design transit facilities to enhance the function of the transit system 
and experience of the surrounding area.  Transit facilities can function 
as icons or landmarks for destinations, with design elements that 
provide wayfinding along transit corridors, or unifying features that 
strengthen connections between neighborhoods.

CTA Stop at Illinois Institute of Technology by Rem Koolhaas
Photo: Flickr User Marcin

Integrating Public Art with Station Design
Photo: Flickr User aarmstrong716

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning
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Description
The universal design standards adopted into practice for KCMO  
should be incorporated in every transit facility regardless of 
development form. Some components of the transit facilities will 
be the transit authority’s responsibility, such as signage, enclosures, 
embarking and disembarking the transit vehicle, and maintenance of 
stops. Other components that are related to the transit facilities will 
be a City responsibility, such as adjacent sidewalks, curbs, crosswalks, 
signaling, streetscape, bike lanes, green infrastructure, and perhaps 
most importantly the maintenance of these TOD components. All 
must adhere to an overarching set of guidelines that allow, if not 
encourage, everyone regardless of age, ability, or status to use the 
transit facilities conveniently.

Universal Design Standards
Design transit facilities to be aesthetic and usable to the greatest 
extent possible by everyone, regardless of age, ability, or status in life.

Ramp on Bus rapid transit in Los Angeles
Photo: Matt Johnson

Level Boarding from bus rapid transit stations in Curitiba, Brazil

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Diversity & Integration
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards
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Photo: U.S. EPA
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Green infrastructure features can reduce the impacts of dense development in TOD areas, 
reducing maintenance and resource demands, and enhancing quality of life.  Green infrastructure 
recommendations span both public and private realms, and include recommendations for 
infrastructure, development, and utilities.  This Transit-Oriented Development Policy focuses on 
stormwater management, water and energy efficiency, building renovation and recycling, and 
landscape features for streets and sites.

Design: Green Infrastructure

Recommendations

Stormwater Management Incorporate stormwater 
management features into new development and 
street infrastructure in TOD areas to minimize 
stormwater runoff and to store and filter stormwater 
on-site to the greatest extent possible.

Energy and Water Efficiency Incorporate energy 
and water efficiency features in public and private 
development that minimize impacts on City 
infrastructure and utilities.

Building Recycling and Renovation Renovate and 
retrofit existing building stock to transit-oriented 
development uses and densities to the greatest 
extent feasible; for those buildings that have fallen 
into extreme disrepair or directly conflict with 
desirable environmental benefits, deconstruct so as 
to recycle building materials for reuse.

Green Streets and Sites Incorporate shade trees, 
green roofs, cool roofs, use of local materials/
services/labor, native and drought resistant 
landscaping into street and development standards.
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Description
A combination of street standards and updated development code 
requirements should address green infrastructure in TOD areas, 
including specific standards for stormwater management, as related 
to Kansas City’s mandate from the EPA to reduce the overflow 
of our combined sewer system into creeks, streams, and rivers.  
Street standards and development requirements for stormwater 
management should be based on best practices studied in pilot 
projects, including areas of pervious pavement, deep street planting 
boxes that capture and filter water flowing down the street, drought 
resistant native plants and trees used in streetscaping, rain gardens, 
and green roofs, to name a few. The stormwater management needs, 
and therefore the appropriate stormwater management intervention, 
will vary based on the location for each TOD area and development 
site. 

Stormwater Management
Incorporate stormwater management features into new development 
and street infrastructure in TOD areas to minimize stormwater runoff 
and to store and filter stormwater on-site to the greatest extent 
possible.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Public Health
• Creativity & Innovation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality
• Improved Water Quality
• Biodiversity

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code, Street Standards

Description
Development in TOD areas should incorporate standard practices 
related to energy and water efficiency in the built environment.  
Energy and water efficiency measures should include both passive 
and active methods to increase efficiency and reduce the load 
on infrastructure and utilities created by dense transit-oriented 
development.  Examples of best practices include passive solar 
orientation, shading system principles, day lighting, natural ventilation 
systems, types and application of renewable energy use, use of low 
flow fixtures, types of lighting, and other efficiency measures to be 
studied and updated for increasing levels of performance in both 
interior and exterior components of public and private built projects 
(See LEED or equivalent standards). 

Energy and Water 
Efficiency
Incorporate energy and water efficiency features in public and private 
development that minimize impacts on City infrastructure and utilities 
as well as the impact on the environment.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Safety & Security
• Public Health
• Creativity & Innovation
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality
• Improved Water Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines
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Natural Daylight
This building leverages seasonal sun angles to provide indirect light in the summer and 
direct light in the winter. It also uses Photovoltaic Solar Arrays to generate electricity 
that powers the building.

Water Systems
This building captures stormwater on site, recycles greywater for use in toilets, and 
treats sewage before use in irrigation and greywater. 107



Description
Existing building stock not only reflects the history and urban fabric 
of an area, but also embodies a tremendous amount of energy that 
went into creating the building, including materials and site disruption. 
Existing building stock coexisting with new infill development provides 
a diversity of footprints and scales of spaces for new businesses and 
organizations to put to use as density and need increases over time. 
Vibrancy of an area comes in part from the diversity of building types 
and pedestrian experiences in a given area, so it is valuable to have not 
only different facade treatments, but also different, yet appropriate, 
massing and materials. During the development processes, applicants 
should be made aware of any and all opportunities for funding to make 
the renovation more financially feasible. If an applicant demonstrates 
through a rigorous feasibility analysis that renovation is not a worthy 
pursuit (socially, economically, and environmentally) then the existing 
building must be deconstructed so as to maximize the amount of 
building materials that are reusable, and either plan to reuse them in 
the construction of the new development or work to ensure that they 
are reused within a 10 mile radius. 

Building Renovation and 
Recycling
Renovate and retrofit existing building stock to transit-oriented 
development uses and densities to the greatest extent feasible; for 
those buildings that have fallen into extreme disrepair or directly 
conflict with desirable environmental benefits, deconstruct so as to 
recycle building materials for reuse.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Affordable Housing
• Local Prosperity
• Creativity & Innovation
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines

Structure and Facade of an Older Building Supporting 
Modern-Day Addition
Photo: Flickr User Joe Wolf

Renovation of Historic Structure
Photo: Indiana Landmarks North
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Description
Both private development and public infrastructure improvements 
provides the opportunity to incorporate green infrastructure that 
mitigates the environmental effects of dense urban development 
encouraged in TOD areas, such as the heat island effect, increased 
water runoff, or presence and persistence of particulate matter. 
By leveraging the vast expanse of the public right-of-way and 
coordinating with interested developers at critical sites, key 
environmental interventions can be planned within TOD areas that 
strategically mitigate adverse environmental impacts.

Street trees and other vegetation provide shade and cooling from 
the sun and comfort for pedestrians while simultaneously capturing 
water runoff during storm events. Other technology, such as pervious 
pavement or other ground cover can slow the flow of runoff during 
rain storms. Guidelines for green streets and green sites can be used  
not only limit environmental impacts, resulting in long-term cost 
savings, but provide aesthetic beauty in an urban environment with 
positive external effects for nearby property owners.

Green Streets and Sites
Incorporate shade trees, green roofs, cool roofs, use of local materials/
services/labor, native and drought resistant landscaping into street 
and development standards.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Public Health
• Creativity & Innovation
• Resource Conservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality
• Improved Water Quality
• Biodiversity

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Design Guidelines, and Street Standards

Rain Gardens Reduce Runoff into Stormwater System

Vegetated Roofs and Walls Reduce Reflectivity, Temperature, and 
Water Runoff
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Parking Structure Wrapped by Active Uses and Vegetation in 
Miami Beach, Florida
Photo: Flickr User Jacqueline Poggi
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Parking interacts with transit-oriented development in complex ways.  Parking in TOD areas 
limits capacity for more active and economically beneficial uses.  Parking can also detract from 
the experience of TOD areas and the quality of the pedestrian environment.  At the same time, 
accommodating program needs of new development, and improving access to TOD destinations 
is important to their success.  Recommendations for parking in TOD areas navigate this balance 
with guidelines for parking lot location and integration of parking structures.  Provisions for on-
street parking and conditions for park and ride facilities are included.  Recommendations also 
include strategies for shared parking, parking districts, and development code modifications to limit 
construction of unnecessary parking. 

Design: Parking

Recommendations

Parking Lot Location  Design new development 
so that parking is not located between the street 
and the building frontage, in order to maintain an 
active street wall, sense of enclosure, and quality 
pedestrian environment.

Integration of Parking Structures Design new 
parking structures so that they are not significantly  
visible at street level.  Encourage underground 
parking or structures wrapped with other uses, 
including active ground floor uses.  Discourage 
“parking podiums” where new development is 
placed above structured parking, limiting activity 
and “eyes on the street”.

On-Street Parking Standards Incorporate on-street 
parking strategies into City street standards .

On-Street Parking Locations Identify locations and 
opportunities in order to increase the capacity for 
active, productive uses in TOD areas and provide 
alternatives to dedicated off-street parking areas 
for new development.  Where possible, design on-
street parking to function as a buffer for pedestrians 
and cyclists.

Shared Parking Encourage shared parking in TOD 
areas through thoughtful station area planning, in 
order to reduce overall parking demand, efficiently 
use existing supply, facilitate public access to 
underutilized lots, and promote a “park once” 
environment.

District Parking Craft a parking strategy that 
provides a framework for municipal parking districts 
in TOD areas, in order to more effectively share and 
manage available parking, and capture the true 
value of parking for property owners, developers, 
and the City.

Demand Management Craft a parking strategy that 
serves all users and effectively manages a shared 
parking supply through demand-responsive pricing 
and time limits, in order to increase availability in 
high demand locations, encourage an efficient use 
of parking supply, capture the true value of parking, 
and reduce overall parking demand.

Remove Parking Subsidies Craft an incentive policy 
that removes public subsidy of parking in TOD areas 
by prohibiting the use of financial incentives to fund 
parking infrastructure.

Separate Parking and Development Costs Separate 
parking costs from development costs through 
updates to the City parking standards, including 
the elimination of minimum parking requirements 
in TOD areas, in order to reduce the total amount of 
parking, increase the efficiency of available parking, 
and reduce the cost for new development

Parking Limits Establish a parking maximum for 
new development in TOD areas as part of a new 
TOD overlay, in order to manage the total amount of 
parking and encourage more active and productive 
uses.

Park and Ride Identify appropriate locations for 
park and ride facilities, with consideration of the 
surrounding urban environment and quality of 
transit connections in particular locations. 
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Description
A new transit-oriented development overlay should include standards 
for parking lot locations in TOD areas. By ensuring that parking is not 
located between the street and building frontage, a TOD overlay can 
preserve valuable street frontage for active uses, enabling transit-
oriented development to take best advantage of transit services 
and related infrastructure investments.  Maintaining an active street 
frontage also supports a quality pedestrian experience.  If new 
surface parking is required, it should ideally be located on the rear 
or sides of buildings, maintaining street frontage for more active and 
economically beneficial uses.  Parking areas should not create gaps 
in activity, use, or visual interest along street frontage in TOD areas.

Parking Lot Location
Design new developments so that parking is not located between the 
street and the building frontage, in order to maintain an active street 
wall, sense of enclosure, and quality pedestrian environment.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Public Health

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code:
TOD Overlay

P

P

P

Avoid
Parking should never be placed in front 
of a building because it places distance 
between a pedestrian and the building 
entrance.

Acceptable
Parking lots on the side of buildings, 
while not ideal, can facilitate future infill 
development in the longer term.

Ideal
Whenever possible, surface parking should be placed behind buildings and accessed by side 
streets or by rear alleys.

P
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Description
A new transit-oriented development overlay should include standards 
for design of new parking structures to ensure that such automobile 
infrastructure can be accommodated in a manner that does not 
inhibit potential use and activity in TOD areas, or detract from a 
quality pedestrian experience.  The transit-oriented development 
overlay should require that new parking structures are screened 
or wrapped with other uses, and designed to accommodate active 
ground floor uses.  While stacking development on top of parking 
can represent an efficient use of valuable land, “parking podiums” 
should be discouraged where they will result in large, inactive street 
walls that reduce activity and visibility of the street and public realm. 

Integration of 
Parking Structures
Design new parking structures so that they are not significantly  
visible at street level.  Encourage underground parking or structures 
wrapped with other uses, including active ground floor uses.  
Discourage “parking podiums” where new development is placed 
above structured parking, limiting activity and “eyes on the street”.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Safety & Security

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code:
New TOD Overlay Active Ground Floor Use

Garage Wrapped by 
Productive Uses

Vehicular Access from 
Rear Alley or Side Street

Garage Designed for 
Future Conversion
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Description
On-street parking can provide an efficient, shared parking resource 
in mixed use TOD districts, and reduce the demand for off-street 
parking facilities that take up valuable real estate that could be 
developed with more active and productive uses.  When street 
conditions are suitable, and where it is carefully designed, on-street 
parking can also function as a buffer for pedestrians and cyclists, 
improving the pedestrian experience in TOD areas.  Currently none 
of the street section templates identified in the City’s Major Street 
Plan incorporate both on-street parking and bicycle facilities. The 
City should update its street standards to include street sections 
that illustrate  best practices for integration of on-street parking, bike 
facilities, and pedestrian infrastructure.

On-Street 
Parking Standards
Incorporate on-street parking strategies into City street standards 
where compatible with quality pedestrian and bicycle facilities, in 
order to increase the capacity for active, productive uses in TOD 
areas, and provide alternatives to dedicated off-street parking for new 
development.  Where possible, design on-street parking to function 
as a buffer for pedestrians and cyclists.

Description
On-street parking can provide an efficient, shared parking resource in 
mixed use TOD districts, and reduce the demand for off-street parking 
facilities that take up valuable real estate that could be developed 
with more active and productive uses.  Where street improvements in 
TOD areas occur, the City should identify opportunities to incorporate 
on-street parking in a manner that supports the functioning of TOD 
areas as mixed use districts, and carefully integrates with transit, 
bicycle, and pedestrian features as part of a complete street.

On-Street 
Parking Locations
Identify locations and opportunities to incorporate on-street parking 
where compatible with quality pedestrian and bicycle facilities, in 
order to increase the capacity for active, productive uses in TOD 
areas, and provide alternatives to dedicated off-street parking areas 
for new development.  Where possible, design on-street parking to 
function as a buffer for pedestrians and cyclists.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Local Prosperity

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Safety & Security
• Local Prosperity

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Street Standards, Capital Improvements
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frontage 
zone

mobility
zone

amenity
zone

landscaping, bicycle,
transit, and parking zone

traffic 
zone

Parking as an Element of a Multi-Modal Street
In addition to providing quick and convenient access to buildings oriented to the street, 
street parking can be used to protect bicyclists and pedestrians from moving traffic, as 
shown above.
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Description
Quality transit-oriented development is mixed-use, which enables 
different uses to share the same parking.  Transit-oriented development 
is also compact and walkable, which facilitates visitors to park once 
and visit many destinations.  These advantages, in addition to the 
ability to access TOD areas via transit and other modes, reduce the 
total amount of parking that is needed and allow more land area to be 
devoted to active uses.  These advantages, however, can only be fully 
realized with an efficient sharing of parking supply within a district.  
The City’s Development Code already includes provisions for the 
sharing of parking, including the use of parking agreements, off-site 
parking, and other measures.  There are additional opportunities to 
enhance the efficiency of shared parking, including expanded public 
access to under-used private parking spaces, enhanced wayfinding 
and pedestrian connections, and potentially the creation of a district 
parking framework.  Station area planning and design of new transit-
oriented development projects provide an opportunity to enhance 
shared parking in TOD areas.

Shared Parking
Encourage shared parking in TOD areas through thoughtful station 
area planning, in order to reduce overall parking demand, more 
efficiently use existing supply, facilitate public access to underutilized 
lots, and promote a “park once” environment.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Neighborhood Identity
• Local Prosperity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning
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Spaces

Shared Parking (conceptual)

Unshared Parking
Parking
Spaces

Shared Parking Decreases Necessary Parking
Different uses require more parking at different times of the day. Because they are 
compact and mixed-use, TOD areas make it possible to share parking and therefore 
reduce the total number of parking spaces necessary to accommodate drivers.
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Description
TOD areas can maximize the efficiency of the parking supply by 
including as many spaces as possible in a common pool of shared, 
publicly available spaces.  Through the creation of parking districts, 
the City or designated operators can manage and regulate parking 
supply, with all spaces shared except for those tenants or employees 
who are willing to pay a premium for dedicated spaces.  A parking 
district approach reduces the cost of parking for new development, 
reduces the need for parking spaces through efficient sharing, 
establishes a framework to manage demand-responsive pricing, and 
creates a mechanism to reinvest parking revenues in the TOD area.  
The City should expand the work of the Parking and Transportation 
Commission and other groups to develop a framework for municipal 
parking districts as part of a comprehensive strategy for parking.

District Parking
Craft a parking strategy that provides a framework for municipal 
parking districts in TOD areas, in order to more effectively share and 
manage available parking, and capture the true value of parking for 
property owners, developers, and the City.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Neighborhood Identity
• Local Prosperity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Policy
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Parking Lot by Individual Establishment
When parking is owned by individual property owners, the burden and liability of 
maintaining a parking lot is on each property owner. Because parking is not shared, a 
greater amount of land is devoted to unproductive use.

Parking District
In a single, compact district, establishments can share parking lots, drivers can find one 
parking space and walk to multiple destinations without moving their car.
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Description
Time limits and prices on the highest demand locations can ensure 
availability while incentivizing the use of more peripheral lots.  Demand 
responsive pricing and time limits ensure that residents, employees, 
shoppers, and visitors can find a parking space near their destination 
at all times of day and night, provided they are willing to pay for it.  
This approach supports personal convenience while reducing traffic 
congestion, and supporting use of alternative transportation  modes.  
The City should expand the work of the Parking and Transportation 
Commission and other groups to develop a framework for demand 
responsive parking in TOD areas as part of a comprehensive strategy 
for parking.

Demand Management
Craft a parking strategy that serves all users and effectively manages 
a shared parking supply through demand-responsive pricing and 
time limits, in order to increase availability in high demand locations, 
encourage an efficient use of parking supply, capture the true value 
of parking, and reduce overall parking demand.

High 
Parking Demand

Typical 
Parking Demand

Price 1

Price 2

Parking Cost

Maximum Parking Supply

Parking Supply Minus Bu�er

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Neighborhood Identity
• Local Prosperity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS

Implementation Category
Policy

Dynamic Parking Pricing
By estimating the demand for parking on different streets and at different times, a 
sufficient amount of parking can be provided. This policy can be enhanced by real-time 
parking monitoring enabled by Smart City Infrastructure, as well as a smart phone 
application for drivers to find and pay for available parking at various prices.
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Description
This recommendation reflects the importance of aligning incentive 
policies with the City’s goals for transit oriented development.  While 
it is common for the City, Economic Development Corporation, and 
their partner organizations to incent new development through 
the subsidy of parking infrastructure, this application of economic 
development incentives functions contrary to the City’s strategic goals 
of encouraging transit use, creating active, walkable destinations, 
supporting a shared approach to parking, and achieving a whole host 
of benefits related to reduced automobile use.  Existing economic 
development tools and policies should be reviewed and updated 
to reduce or remove incentives and subsidies to construct parking 
infrastructure in TOD areas.

Remove Parking Subsidies
Craft an incentive policy that removes public subsidy of parking 
in TOD areas by prohibiting the use of financial incentives to fund 
parking infrastructure.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Neighborhood Identity
• Public Health
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Policy

Description
The provision of parking can be a major obstacle to new development, 
particularly in dense, mixed use locations.  Separating the cost of 
parking from the cost of development, can reduce development 
costs, increase site flexibility, and facilitate a more efficient shared 
parking approach in TOD areas.  The City’s Development Code 
already includes provisions that enhance flexibility for development, 
including use of parking agreements, off-site parking, on-street 
parking, and other measures.  The City should take these efforts to 
their logical conclusion in TOD areas by updating parking standards 
to remove minimum parking requirements in areas designated in a 
new TOD overlay.  This provision would function similarly to other 
dense urban areas of the city where minimum parking requirements 
are already waived. 

Separate Parking and 
Development Costs
Separate parking costs from development costs through updates 
to the City parking standards, including the elimination of minimum 
parking requirements in TOD areas in order to reduce the total 
amount of parking, increase the efficiency of available parking, and 
reduce the cost for new development 

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Neighborhood Identity
• Local Prosperity
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code:
Parking Standards
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Description
While parking will always be an important consideration in TOD 
areas, too much parking is harmful.  Excess parking reduces the 
effectiveness of transit investments by limiting the amount of active 
uses that can take advantage of close proximity to transit.  It also 
negatively impacts the pedestrian experience in TOD areas, which is 
an important component in successful transit-oriented developments.  
The City should establish parking maximums for new development 
in TOD areas as part of a new TOD overlay, based on established 
research and best practices from transit-supportive cities around the 
nation.

Parking Limits
Establish a parking maximum for new development in TOD areas as 
part of a new TOD overlay, in order to manage the total amount of 
parking and encourage more active and productive uses.

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Diversity & Integration
• Neighborhood Identity
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Development Code:
New TOD Overlay

Description
Concentrated feeder parking for transit is inconsistent with TOD, but 
park and ride is more prevalent at the end of certain types of transit 
(light rail or commuter). Park and ride facilities are appropriate in 
areas poorly served by transit as an entry point to a wider transit 
system (typically suburban fringe), and not appropriate for TOD 
areas within dense and well-connected parts of the City. The station 
area master plan should balance the provision of park and ride land 
utilization with the ultimate goal of more active, vital places. When 
determined appropriate, these facilities should be incorporated into 
the plan for the larger transit-oriented development in accordance 
with the design standards outlined above.

Park and Ride
Identify appropriate locations for park and ride facilities, with 
consideration of the surrounding urban environment and quality of 
transit connections in particular locations. 

Applicable Development Forms

Related Goals:
• Accessibility & Mobility
• Productivity
• Fiscal Sustainability
• Resource Conservation
• Open Space Preservation
• Mitigates Climate Change
• Improved Air Quality

NODES CORRIDORS DISTRICTS NEIGHBORHOODS

Implementation Category
Station Area Planning
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Implementation Strategy
Creating transit-oriented development in Kansas City requires an implementation strategy that 
aligns policy direction, long-range planning, station-area planning, the development code, design 
guidelines, standards for streets, and capital improvements priorities. This section is organized 
according to these implementation tools.
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Policy
Successful TOD requires more than quality design and development.  It requires the thoughtful and 
symbiotic layering of a variety of City initiatives, goals, and services.  Successful TOD is also contingent 
on the City’s decisions about how and where to grow at a regional scale.  Policy recommendations 
address the highest level of decision making and priorities, and provide broad direction at a large 
scale.  This TOD policy identifies a range of policy areas that together can create a framework to 
support transit use, transit-oriented development, and strengthening of City neighborhoods.  
  
Transit policy recommendations reinforce principles that increase the desirability and usability 
of transit systems, and maximize its potential impact through coordination of various modes and 
services.  Complete Streets policy recommendations identify a range of topics focused on better-
functioning streets for all users, with the recognition that this enhances connectivity and quality 
of life.  Economic development policy recommendations focus on aligning and strengthening the 
relationship between the City’s incentive tools with its priorities for development.  Similarly, housing 
policy recommendations ensure that the new development and investment in TOD areas does not 
work contrary to City goals for equity, affordability, and access to housing for all.  Parking policy 
recommendations tackle the complexities of parking where they are best solved:  at the district scale.  
Recommendations for coordination of parking management, and sharing of public parking supply 
support the active, vital uses TOD areas need to be successful.
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1. Transit Policy
1.1 Transit Integration:  Layer, integrate and optimize transit 
modes and service to increase the flexibility, usability, and 
efficiency of the transit system.
Responsible Agencies: Regional Transit Coordinating Council, 
including KCATA, Streetcar Authority, The Jo, and IndeBus 

1.2 Transit User Experience:  Design transit facilities to make the 
user experience as convenient and intuitive as possible for the 
greatest number of people.
Responsible Agencies: KCATA, Streetcar Authority, The Jo, 
IndeBus, or other transit agency 

2. Complete Streets Policy 
2. 1 Pedestrian Zones:  Develop a formalized process to officially 
designate transit corridors as pedestrian zones that corresponds 
with the highest level of consideration in the Walkability Plan.
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

2.2 Multimodal Streets:  Support multi-modal streets that 
integrate transit, auto, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities in order to 
provide mobility options and broaden access to transit services. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

2. 3 Sidewalk Design:  Design sidewalks to comfortably 
accommodate pedestrians, with landscaping, amenities, and 
other functions supportive of a complete street. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

2.4 Minimizing Mode Conflicts:  Design streets in TOD areas to 
enhance comfort and safety, and minimize conflicts between 
pedestrians, cyclists, transit, and automobiles, using best 
practices for facility design, access management, buffering, 
intersection treatments, and other design elements.
Responsible Agency: Public Works

2.5 Private Use of Streets and Sidewalks:  Review and update 
existing guidelines for private use of public streets and sidewalks, 
in order to accommodate and encourage diverse and active uses 
while preserving essential access and mobility for all users.
Responsible Agency: Public Works

2.6 Intersection Design:  Design intersections in TOD areas to 
efficiently manage all modes of transportation while enhancing 
comfort, safety, and ease of use.
Responsible Agency: Public Works

3. Trails Policy

3. 1 Coordination of Off-Street Connections:  Improve the 
coordination of off-street trails and their connection to transit 
facilities. Responsible Agencies: Parks, Public Works, Kansas City 
Area Transportation Authority, Port Authority, and other trail 
owners and operators

4. Economic Development Policy
To continue to catalyze economic opportunity, the City needs to 
instill market confidence. A robust TOD policy must firmly express 
the City’s long-term economic commitment to transit and its priority 
of supporting TOD investments.  A proactive TOD incentive policy 
must actively encourage the most favorable TOD characteristics, 
properly phased in a context that is complementary with existing or 
planned land uses.  The process of affirmatively targeting incentives 
will help shape and steer private investment and create enduring 
public-private partnerships.  Holistically, this will provide the City with 
the most leveraged return on its capital expenditures.

4.1 Incentivizing Transit-Oriented Development:  Craft incentive 
policy to prioritize investment and development in existing urban 
areas, focusing on TOD locations in particular. 
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Responsible Agency: Economic Development Corporation

4.2 Incentivizing Mixed Use Development:  Incentivize mixed-
use development by proactively engaging developers and 
providing incentives. 
Responsible Agency: Economic Development Corporation

4.3 Variety of Housing Types and Sizes:  Provide a variety of 
housing options that make it easier for anyone to live in housing 
in a TOD area, regardless of their housing needs or price ranges. 
Responsible Agency: Economic Development Corporation

4.4 Incentivizing Affordable Housing:  Proactively engage 
developers to provide affordable housing using available 
incentives in areas where affordable housing is needed.
Responsible Agency: Economic Development Corporation

4.5 Re-use of Historic Buildings:  Use incentives on projects that 
reuse the existing building stock and preserve neighborhood 
character with new construction.
Responsible Agency: Economic Development Corporation

5. Housing Policy
5.1 TOD Housing Policy:  Establish a housing policy and 
affordability goals in TOD areas.
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

5.2 Affordability Analysis:  Conduct a housing market analysis 
to understand housing needs and characteristics in TOD areas. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

6. Parking Policy
6.1 District Parking:  Craft a parking strategy that provides 
a framework for municipal parking districts in TOD areas, in 
order to more effectively share and manage available parking, 
and capture the true value of parking for property owners, 
developers, and the City.
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

6.2 Parking Demand Management:  Craft a parking strategy that 
serves all users and effectively manages a shared parking supply 
through demand-responsive pricing and time limits, in order 
to increase availability in high demand locations, encourage an 
efficient use of parking supply, capture the true value of parking, 
and reduce overall parking demand.  
Responsible Agency: Public Works

6.3 Removing Parking Subsidies:  Craft an incentive policy that 
removes public subsidy of parking in TOD areas by prohibiting 
the use of financial incentives to fund parking infrastructure.
Responsible Agency: Economic Development Corporation
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Many aspects of transit-oriented development are shaped by broader long range planning efforts.  
Decisions about where to focus development and how to connect it influence the location and 
function of transit-oriented development.  Issues related to density, mix and transition between 
different uses, and protection of neighborhood character, are critically important for neighborhoods, 
and lay the foundation for the opportunities and constraints in TOD areas.  Neighborhood priorities 
for public improvements and amenities must be balanced with citywide policy goals to leverage the 
greatest potential of infrastructure and investment.  Because of this relationship between long range 
planning and successful TOD, many recommendations in this policy focus on consideration of TOD 
issues in area, corridor, and other planning initiatives.

Long Range Planning

1. Transit Facility Location:  Locate transit facilities to maximize 
access for all users. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works, Transit Agencies

2. Pedestrian Assessments:  Conduct a pedestrian assessment 
of corridors to identify gaps in the existing improvements and 
future connections. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

3. Planning for TOD:  Identify appropriate locations for Transit 
Oriented Development as part of the City’s area planning 
process. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

4. Zoning for a Mix of uses:  Update base zoning in TOD areas 
to zoning districts that allow multiple uses in a district, lot, and 
building, and prohibit non-transit supporting uses in accordance 
with designated areas identified in station-area master planning 
process and area planning process. 
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

5. Zoning for Density:  Update base zoning districts in TOD areas 
to accommodate dense, mixed use development at a scale and 
intensity appropriate to each TOD location.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division
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Many of the recommendations in this policy find their implementation in station area planning.  
Station area planning can build upon the TOD types and various design, development, and policy 
recommendations of this policy to inform the particular goals and objectives for each station area.  
In terms of scale, station area planning falls somewhere between the City’s Area Plan process and 
development review for specific projects.  Station area planning is an undertaking to weave together 
the many details of site specific planning into a coherent vision for an entire district, destination, or 
transit node, focusing in particular on real opportunities for public-private partnership and quality 
development.    

Station area planning strikes a balance between specificity and flexibility, and also between public 
policy objectives, private development opportunities, and market realities.  Station area planning must 
be able to clearly communicate community preferences without limiting development potential or 
making presumptions on behalf of property owners and potential development.  

Successful station area planning begins with collaboration between community stakeholders, 
businesses, institutions, agencies, property owners, and prospective developers.  Station area plans 
should define and promote transit-oriented development opportunities, increase the impact of transit, 
enhance quality of life in TOD areas, and facilitate creative planning and development partnerships 
with local communities.  Station area planning should also establish frameworks to support transit 
infrastructure and other improvements with value capture strategies that build on the relationship 
between public improvements and surrounding development.  

While station area planning is multifaceted, this policy identifies four areas where station area planning 
can particularly support transit oriented development:  planning new development, including market 
analysis and developer partnerships, design of streets and public spaces, design and location of transit 
facilities, and location-specific strategies for parking. 

Station Area Plan
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1. Planning for New Development
1.1 TOD Housing Policy:  Establish a housing policy and 
affordability goals in TOD areas. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning 

1.2 Boundaries and Transitions:  Establish appropriate 
boundaries and transitions in a new TOD overlay to support 
successful development and protect adjacent neighborhoods.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.3 TOD Locations:  Use TOD policy, area plans, transit plans, and 
other sources to identify appropriate boundaries for a new TOD 
overlay. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

1.4 Affordability Analysis:  Conduct a housing market analysis 
to understand housing needs and characteristics in TOD areas. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

1.5 Historic Resources:  Identify existing historic resources and 
survey the building stock in TOD areas as a part of the station-
area master planning process in order to preserve the existing 
character of an area. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning (Landmarks)

1.6 Identifying Opportunities for Cultural and Recreational 
Amenities:  Incorporate parks, public art, and other cultural 
facilities in open spaces and other public rights-of-way in TOD 
areas. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning, Parks

2. Planning Streets and Public Spaces

2.1 Pedestrian Assessments:  Conduct a pedestrian 
assessment of corridors to identify gaps in the existing 
improvements and future connections. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

2.2 Street Network:  Establish an interconnected street 
grid with a high intersection density that expands access 
to transit by providing direct and convenient paths for 
pedestrians, cyclists and motorists. Responsible Agency: 
Land Development Division, Development Management 
Division

2.3 Wayfinding:  Use wayfinding techniques to increase the 
visibility and usability of the transit system, and to simplify 
navigation to final destinations. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

2.4 Balancing Public Space and Development:  Locate 
and design public space to support dense, mixed use 
development, ensuring that the provision of public space 
does not inhibit the potential to concentrate development in 
transit corridors. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

2.5 Variety of Experiences in Public Spaces:  Encourage 
public spaces that respond to the context of surrounding 
development and facilitate a variety of experiences. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

2.6 Dynamic and Flexible Streets:  Design public spaces as 
dynamic, diverse, flexible places that accommodate a variety 
of uses, programming and activities.

3. Planning for Transit Facilities
3.1 Transit Facility Location:  Locate transit facilities to maximize 
access for all users. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works, Transit Agencies

3.2 Transit Facility Integration with Sidewalk and Public Space:  
Design transit facilities that thoughtfully integrate into sidewalks 
and public spaces, in order to enhance the experience for transit 
users, ensure efficient movement in the corridor, and create 
quality places. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

3.3 Transit Facility Coordination with Surrounding Uses:  Design 
transit facilities to thoughtfully coordinate with surrounding 
uses, leveraging the concentration of transit users to support 
more active and vital destinations, and providing transit users 
convenient access to a variety of opportunities and services.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division
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3.4 Transit Facility Design:  Design transit facilities to enhance 
the function of the transit system and experience of the 
surrounding area.  Transit facilities can function as icons or 
landmarks for destinations, with design elements that provide 
wayfinding along transit corridors, or unifying features that 
strengthen connections between neighborhoods. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works, Transit Agencies

4. Planning for Parking
4.1 Park and Ride Facilities:  Identify appropriate locations for 
park and ride facilities, with consideration of the surrounding 
urban environment and quality of transit connections in particular 
locations.
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning, Transit Agencies

4.2 Shared Parking:  Encourage shared parking in TOD areas 
through thoughtful station area planning, in order to reduce 
overall parking demand, more efficiently use existing supply, 
facilitate public access to underutilized lots, and promote a “park 
once” environment.
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning, Development 
Management Division
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Kansas City’s Zoning and Development Code includes many tools to support transit and transit-
oriented development.  Many of the base zoning districts permit and encourage quality mixed use 
development.  Parking standards are reduced in proximity to transit stops, and there are provisions 
for a variety of transit supportive amenities.  The Zoning and Development Code also has overlay 
mechanism that provides for additional development guidance in particular areas.  The Pedestrian 
Overlay and Historic Overlay are examples of regulatory tools that support principles of transit-
oriented development.  

In some cases, this TOD policy recommends that these code provisions be strengthened or revised.  
In addition to modifications of existing code sections, one major code-related recommendation of 
this policy is to use the Zoning and Development Code’s capacity for special districts to create a TOD 
overlay to address specific code-related issues for TOD.  The following recommendations outline 
the important components of a potential TOD overlay.  A new TOD overlay should move forward 
in coordination with other recommended code changes as part of a coherent effort.  This policy 
document and the different types of TOD described herein can be used as a guide to identify where a 
potential TOD overlay would be applied, and how code language could be crafted to provide relevant 
and flexible criteria for particular areas.

Development Code
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1. TOD Overlay
1.1 Minimum Density in TOD Areas:  Incorporate minimum 
density requirements into a new TOD overlay appropriate to each 
TOD location. 
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.2 Boundaries and Transitions:  Establish appropriate 
boundaries and transitions in a new TOD overlay to support 
successful development and protect adjacent neighborhoods.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.3 TOD Locations:  Use TOD policy, area plans, transit plans, and 
other sources to identify appropriate boundaries for a new TOD 
overlay. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

1.4 Active Ground Floor Uses:  Require actively-used ground 
floor in new development and redevelopment projects in order 
to generate more pedestrian activity and enhance the number of 
places accessible by transit.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.5 Incompatible Uses:  Prohibit uses that are not transit 
supportive or degrade the pedestrian experience and quality 
of life in transit oriented development areas, and identify 
development standards to mitigate the impacts of potentially 
incompatible uses. 
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.6 Affordable Housing Requirement in Designated Areas:  
In areas where affordable housing is particularly scarce and 
development demand is high, require new housing developments 
to incorporate affordable units in their development or contribute 
to a housing fund.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.7 Limiting Building Demolition Permits:  Require special review 
for a demolition permit in TOD areas. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning (Landmarks), Permits 
Division

1.8 Public Space Amenities:  Include a variety of amenities 
in public space design to enhance user experience, including 

seating, lighting, shade, landscaping, wayfinding, art, interpretive 
and interactive features, public facilities, special pavement, and 
other amenities. Responsible Agency: Development Management 
Division, Parks

1.9 Street / Building Interface:  Support a quality pedestrian 
environment by focusing active uses and amenities at street 
level, orienting buildings toward the street, and encouraging 
transparency, variety, visibility, and interactivity for ground level 
uses fronting the sidewalk.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.10 Manage Curb Cuts:  Manage curb cuts in TOD areas to 
minimize the areas of potential conflict between automobiles, 
pedestrians, and cyclists, including elimination of unnecessary 
drives, narrowing of driveway widths, and provision of access on 
side streets with less bicycle and pedestrian traffic. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

1.11 Building Massing and Orientation:  Develop standards 
for building orientation and massing that address frontage 
to streets and public spaces, a pedestrian scale,  solar 
orientation, topography, response to existing character and built 
environment, and transitions to surrounding neighborhoods. 
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.12 Accommodation of Pedestrian, Bicycle, and Transit 
Facilities:  Incorporate pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities 
into the design of new projects, and encourage the retrofit of 
existing development in TOD areas to accommodate convenient 
walking, biking, and transit use. 
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.13 Parking Lot Location:  Design new development so that 
parking is not located between the street and the building 
frontage, in order to maintain an active street wall, sense of 
enclosure, and quality pedestrian environment. 
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.14 Integration of Parking Structures:  Design new parking 
structures so that they are not significantly visible at street 
level.  Encourage underground parking or structures wrapped 
with other uses, including active ground floor uses.  Discourage 
“parking podiums” where new development is placed above 
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structured parking, limiting activity and “eyes on the street.”
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.15 Parking Limits:  Establish a parking maximum for new 
development in TOD areas as part of a new TOD overlay, in order 
to manage the total amount of parking and encourage more 
active and productive uses. 
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

2. Other Development Code 
Recommendations

2.1 Zoning for Density:  Update base zoning districts in TOD 
areas to accommodate dense development at a scale and 
intensity appropriate to each TOD location. 
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

2.1 Boundaries and Transitions:  Establish appropriate boundaries 
and transitions to support successful TOD development and 
protect adjacent neighborhoods.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

2.2 Zoning for a Mix of uses:  Update base zoning in TOD areas 
to zoning districts that allow multiple uses in a district, lot, and 
building, and prohibit non-transit supporting uses in accordance 
with designated areas identified in station-area master planning 
process and area planning process.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

2.3 Relationship to Surrounding Development:  Review and 
update existing development standards for screening, buffering, 
and transitions between different uses and intensities in dense, 
mixed use TOD areas.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

2.4 Universal Design:  Support universal design standards in 
building regulations to increase accessibility of uses in close 
proximity to transit facilities for users of all ages and abilities.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

2.5 Stormwater Management:  Incorporate stormwater 
management features into new development and street 
infrastructure in TOD areas to minimize stormwater runoff and 

to store and filter stormwater on a site to the greatest degree 
possible.
Responsible Agency: Land Development Division

2.6 Separate Parking and Development Costs:  Separate parking 
costs from development costs through updates to the City 
parking standards, including the elimination of minimum parking 
requirements in TOD areas in order to reduce the total amount of 
parking, increase the efficiency of available parking, and reduce 
the cost for new development.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division
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Many aspects of this Transit-Oriented Development Policy address design.  Wherever possible, 
this policy provides specific guidance for how design recommendations can be implemented.  In 
cases where design considerations are universal, or general in nature, these considerations are 
recommended as components of development codes, street standards, and other regulatory tools.  
However, appropriate design solutions sometimes cannot be generalized or extrapolated for the entire 
City.  Often, appropriate design is contingent on the specific site and context.  In such situations, this 
policy recommends design guidelines as tools to shape quality transit-oriented development and 
public environments, without prescribing generalized or regulated standards.  It is encouraged that 
these guidelines be utilized as part of station area planning process, and development review for 
individual TOD development projects, in coordination with proposed development standards and 
policy recommendations.

Design Guidelines
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1. Guidelines for Streets and Public Spaces
1.1 Integration of Public Spaces:  Design public space to maintain 
a comfortable sense of enclosure for pedestrians, with a size, 
proportion, and location that integrates thoughtfully with 
surrounding uses. 
Responsible Agency: Parks, Development Management Division

1.2 Public Space Surroundings:  Locate public space in high use 
areas with good visibility, access, and proximity to active uses in 
order to encourage activity and “eyes on the street.”
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

1.3 Public Space Comfort and Safety:  Incorporate elements in 
public space design that enhance a sense of comfort and safety 
for users, including lighting, visibility, enclosure, and proximity 
to active uses. Responsible Agency: Parks, Development 
Management Division

1.4 Dynamic and Flexible Spaces:  Design public spaces as 
dynamic, diverse, flexible places that accommodate a variety of 
uses, programming and activities.
Responsible Agency: Parks, Development Management Division

1.5 Transportation Amenities:  Where integrated with transit 
facilities, design public spaces to include amenities such as bike 
racks, lockers, ticket kiosks, or other amenities that support the 
use of transit and greater mobility in general.  
Responsible Agency: Parks, Transit Agencies

1.6 Alleys as Public Spaces:  Design and enhance alleys to 
accommodate pedestrian spaces and connections in addition to 
their utility and service functions 
Responsible Agency: Parks, Development Management Division

1.7 Sidewalk Comfort and Safety:  Design streets and sidewalks 
to incorporate elements that enhance a sense of comfort and 
safety for users, including lighting, visibility, enclosure, and 
proximity to active uses
Responsible Agency: Public Works, Development Management 
Division

2. Guidelines for New Development
2.1 Blending Affordable and Market-Rate Housing:  Maximize 
diversity by incorporating affordable housing within market-rate 
development.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

2.2 Authenticity and Neighborhood Character:  Promote the use 
of high quality materials, attention to architectural details and 
design excellence
 Responsible Agency: Development Management Division

2.3 Energy and Water Efficiency in the Built Environment:  
Incorporate energy and water efficiency features in public and 
private development that minimize impacts on City infrastructure 
and utilities
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division, Land 
Development Division

2.4 Building Renovation and Recycling:  Renovate and retrofit 
existing building stock to transit oriented development uses 
and densities to the greatest extent feasible; for those buildings 
that have fallen into extreme disrepair or directly conflict with 
desirable environmental benefits, deconstruct so as to recycle 
building materials for reuse in a KCMO TOD area.
Responsible Agency: Development Management Division
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Successful transit-oriented development depends in part on how the City designs, maintains, and uses 
its streets and public spaces.  While the City’s Major Street Plan provides a framework to guide an 
integrated street network throughout the City, its focus on regional mobility, and automobile mobility 
in particular, limit its current effectiveness as a guide for quality multi-modal and transit-oriented 
infrastructure.  The City maintains street standards for specific street design details, but likewise, these 
have limited applicability to multi-modal and transit-oriented streets.  The recommendations of this 
policy identify opportunities to incorporate emerging national best practice for street design into the 
City’s adopted standards.  

This policy outlines several potential avenues to implement updated street standards.  First, changes 
could be incorporated into the City’s Major Street Plan.  Second, the City could explore the adoption 
of national standards for urban streets, bikeways, and transit-supportive infrastructure.  The National 
Association of City Transportation Officials provides several resources for such an effort, but there are 
other options as well.  Finally, the City could follow the lead of many other cities around the nation and 
develop its own Complete Street Policy, tailored to the specific conditions and concerns of Kansas 
City.  Implementation of new street standards should be balanced to promote best practice while 
limiting complexity and additional layers of requirements.  While this TOD policy illustrates many of 
the potential components of new multi-modal street standards, the details of street design in TOD and 
other areas require in-depth technical and community vetting beyond the scope of this policy.

Street Standards
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1. Accessibility and Universal Design:  Improve accessibility and 
support universal design in order to make transit convenient and 
comfortable for all users, particularly those with special needs 
and mobility challenges.
Responsible Agency: Public Works

2. Pedestrian Zones:  Develop a formalized process to officially 
designate transit corridors as pedestrians zones that corresponds 
with the highest level of consideration in the Walkability Plan. 
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning

3. Multimodal Streets:  Support multi-modal streets that 
integrate transit, auto, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities in order to 
provide mobility options and broaden access to transit services.
Responsible Agency: Public Works

4. Sidewalk Design:  Design sidewalks to comfortably 
accommodate pedestrians, with landscaping, amenities, and 
other functions supportive of a complete street. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

5. Minimizing Mode Conflicts:  Design streets in TOD areas to 
enhance comfort and safety, and minimize conflicts between 
pedestrians, cyclists, transit, and automobiles, using best 
practices for facility design, access management, buffering, 
intersection treatments, and other design elements. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

6. Traffic Speed:  Review and calibrate posted traffic speeds 
in TOD areas to prioritize a safe and comfortable pedestrian 
environment, while supporting efficient transit function and flow 
of traffic. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

7. Traffic Calming:  Incorporate traffic calming measures for 
streets in TOD areas to manage the speed of traffic and increase 
the comfort and safety of pedestrians and cyclists. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

8. Intersection Design:  Design intersections in TOD areas to 
efficiently manage all modes of transportation while enhancing 
comfort, safety, and ease of use.
Responsible Agency: Public Works

9. Stormwater Management:  Incorporate stormwater 
management features into new development and street 
infrastructure in TOD areas to minimize stormwater runoff and to 
store and filter stormwater on-site as much as possible.
Responsible Agency: Public Works, Land Development Division

10. Green Streets and Sites:  Incorporate shade trees, green 
roofs, cool roofs, use of local materials/services/labor, native 
and drought resistant landscaping into street and development 
standards.
Responsible Agency: Public Works, Land Development Division

11. On-Street Parking Standards:  Incorporate on-street parking 
strategies into City street standards where compatible with 
quality pedestrian and bicycle facilities, in order to increase the 
capacity for active, productive uses in TOD areas, and provide 
alternatives to dedicated off-street parking for new development.  
Where possible, design on-street parking to function as a buffer 
for pedestrians and cyclists.
Responsible Agency: Public Works
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While many of the recommendations in this document identify policies, incentives, and other tools to 
encourage transit-oriented development, public infrastructure is perhaps the most important catalyst 
and incentive for new investment in TOD areas.  Aligning infrastructure investment the City priorities 
ensures that the City is investing in outcomes it desires, and that it is maximizing the impact of that 
investment.  If transit-oriented development and urban revitalization are priorities for the City, then 
this TOD policy recommends that infrastructure investment through the City’s Capital Improvement 
Program and Public Investment Advisory Committee process reflect those priorities.

Capital Improvements

1. Street Maintenance:  Improve connections to transit through 
maintenance, repair, and upgrades to on-street pedestrian and 
bicycle infrastructure. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

2. Prioritizing Off-Street Connections:  Improve connections to 
transit with off-street facilities including trails, greenways and 
bikeways. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works

3. Prioritizing TOD Infrastructure:  Prioritize infrastructure 
investments in existing urban areas, focusing on TOD locations in 
particular.
Responsible Agency: Public Works

4. Infrastructure Coordination:  Coordinate transit 
improvements, streetscape enhancements, and upgrades 
to utilities to leverage funding, reduce the overall cost of 
improvements, and minimize future impacts to transit service.
Responsible Agency: Public Works

5. On-Street Parking Locations:  Identify locations and 
opportunities to incorporate on-street parking where compatible 
with quality pedestrian and bicycle facilities, in order to increase 
the capacity for active, productive uses in TOD areas, and 
provide alternatives to dedicated off-street parking areas for 
new development.  Where possible, design on-street parking to 
function as a buffer for pedestrians and cyclists. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works 

6. Traffic Calming:  Incorporate traffic calming measures for 
streets in TOD areas to manage the speed of traffic and increase 
the comfort and safety of pedestrians and cyclists. 
Responsible Agency: Public Works 

7. Park and Ride Facilities:  Identify appropriate locations for 
park and ride facilities, with consideration of the surrounding 
urban environment and quality of transit connections in particular 
locations.
Responsible Agency: Citywide Planning, Transit Agencies
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Finance for Transit-Oriented Development
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Introduction
Concentrating a collection of predictable, clearly articulated 
incentives targeted to TOD districts, corridors, and nodes will create 
the investment-friendly, risk-mitigated environment needed to create 
development momentum.  A TOD incentive policy must actively 
encourage the most favorable TOD characteristics, properly phased 
in a context that is complementary with existing or planned land uses.

To catalyze economic opportunity, a municipal commitment is 
needed to instill market confidence. Therefore, a robust TOD policy 
must include a firm expression of the City’s long-term economic 
commitment to transit and its priority to supporting TOD investments. 
This may be achieved by geographically targeting the universe of 
existing and reinterpreted incentives, EDC loan tools, and newly 
conceived financing tools.  Coupled with proactive City TOD policies, 
targeted incentives will help shape and steer private investment and 
create enduring public/private partnerships.

Broadly defined, TOD financing tools may be categorized as follows:

• • Debt (e.g. private debt, bond financing)
• • Equity (e.g. public-private partnerships and investment funds) 
• • Fees (e.g. user fees that can be exempted from but applied to 

TOD priority areas) 
• • Credit Enhancements (e.g. City credit enhancement) 
• • Value capture (e.g. increment financing or sharing, tax relief,  

and joint development) 
• • Community development organizations and other   

philanthropic sources (e.g. a local CDFI and foundation  
grants and investments) 

• • Emerging tools (e.g. structured funds, land banks, “redfields to 
greenfields”)  

From among these categories, several incentives emerge as the most 
probable to encourage private investment and commitment in TOD.  
Depending upon the complexity or risk associated with a particular 
project, more than one incentive may be required to make the vision 
financially feasible.  Across the board, communities successful with 
their TOD commitments are those that have accepted the use of a 
cocktail of incentives, and embraced the significance of multi-partner 
strategic alliances.

  
Therefore, to encourage maximum, contiguous economic investment 
within a TOD district, corridor or node, it is proposed the City’s TOD 
incentive policy must fully and vocally embrace the notion that it will 
likely take more than just one tool in the capital stack—and perhaps 
many—to achieve an impactful result.  

As a counter to affirmatively focusing incentives, the City might 
consider foreclosing or curtailing the use of incentives for projects 
not located within a priority TOD areas or which do not embrace TOD 
principles. 

We provide the following recommendations as a set of tools that 
can be adopted and applied at the discretion of the Mayor and City 
Council and their strategic vision for economic development in the 
City of Kansas City.
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TOD 353 DISTRICT
A series of plan areas created pursuant to Chapter 353, RSMo, could 
overlay priority TOD districts, corridors and nodes.  Referred to as a 
“TOD 353,” the plan area could include both commercial and residential 
land uses.  Ideally, all eligible TOD 353 properties within a particular 
plan area would have some level of blight, in order to withstand 
statutory challenge. The City or its designee could serve as the TOD 
353 plan area’s master developer, with the authority to impose TOD 
requirements as a condition of property tax abatement.  A property 
owner could be eligible for up to 25 years of 100% abatement, with a 
sliding scale of abatement conferred, depending on the character of 
the proposed development, amount of investment (or job creation, 
in the context of a commercial project), and the extent to which the 
project embraces the TOD policy criteria.  

To encourage diversity in the character of the projects within TOD, 
there could be no minimum project investment for TOD 353 eligibility.  
This would be a certain departure from current City policy.  However, 
such flexibility would invite projects from across the spectrum—large 
or small, commercial or residential, involving nominal or significant 
investment—to be considered for their relative contribution to the 
TOD priority area.  

To remain somewhat consistent with current economic development 
policies, the “scoring” of a TOD 353 project could remain intact, using 
the project assessment-scoring model recently sanctioned by the 
City Council for Advance KC.  The scoring might consider factors 
such as features of the development that encourage the use of public 
transit, jobs created, wage levels, geographic area of the City (more 
economically challenged areas would receive a higher score); capital 
investment; increase in residents; proximity to targeted TOD, low to 
moderate income housing, how the project complements transit in 
the sense of decreasing the cost for parking, TOD industry sectors, 
land uses, infill development, other social and economic factors, 
and especially adherence to design characteristics listed within this 
document.  

Concentration of TOD, regardless of the amount of investment made 

to achieve it, nonetheless creates development synergies and results 
in broader community and value enhancements. Therefore, although 
subjective scoring may be used to qualify projects, in the interest of 
economic and project diversity, if a commercial project were merely 
to invest minimal dollars to remove blight and enhance TOD criteria, 
the project could still be eligible for some level of TOD 353 abatement. 

The TOD 353 policy should encourage TOD-preferred uses and 
prohibit others.  For example, rehabilitation or construction of 
single family, multi-family residential, offices, healthcare facilities, 
cultural/arts institutions, health clubs, retail, grocery stores, local 
pubs, entertainment facilities, financial institutions, hotels, rehab of 
residential facilities, daycare facilities, restaurants, outdoor cafes, 
and neighborhood-oriented businesses could score high on the TOD 
353 scorecard, to receive a higher level of abatement.  Conversely, 
gambling establishments, religious organizations, businesses 
delinquent in payment of any non-protested taxes or other payments, 
automobile sales, warehouse distribution, car washes, low density 
housing, automotive services & repair, large format warehouse; drive-
through service facilities, outdoor storage, funeral homes, parking 
lots, low-density industrial uses, and non-TOD land uses could either 
be ineligible for TOD 353 abatement, or receive a very low scoring.

If a sliding-scale scoring methodology is used for TOD 353 or any other 
incentive set forth in this summary, it is imperative that the criteria 
be well-defined and as objective as possible, in order to provide the 
maximum amount of certainty to potential developers, investors, and 
neighborhood organizations which are often consulted on project 
suitability and support.  If approved by Council, the methodology 
would be published, and the process for project review expedited and 
transparent.

TOD “GOOD APPLE” SINGLE-FAMILY 
REDEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Preservation of historic properties and established residential areas 
in the urban core areas embraces the importance of stabilization, 
generational land use connectivity and economic diversity.  
Nationally, residential real estate within urban transit sheds, fixed 
guideway in particular, outperform regional real estate values by an 
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average of 41.6 percent.   A national TOD market study performed by 
Reconnecting America indicates that by 2030, almost a quarter of 
all U.S. households looking to rent or to buy are likely to want high-
density hosing near transit. 
  
Such compelling data suggests that where such areas are 
complementary to TOD, the City should consider reviving its “Good 
Apple” program for residential TOD projects through the Land 
Clearance for Redevelopment Authority, Chapter 99 RSMo, for 
up to 10 years of property tax abatement, or through the Urban 
Redevelopment Corporations Law, Chapter 353 RSMo, for up to 25 
years of property tax abatement.  

The program is similar to the TOD 353 but is exclusive to single-family 
housing, and has been replicated in other metropolitan areas such 
as Columbus, Ohio.  There, the City Council extends up to 15 years 
of property tax abatement to any property owner that applies for 
abatement, provided the property is located within a priority area 
(which, for Columbus, is the urban core).  The abatement applies 
only to the improvements, not the underlying real property.  And, 
renovated properties are taxed on their pre-renovation value.  

Likewise, Kansas City might use the Good Apple program to 
encourage both the retention and redevelopment of existing single 
family housing, as well as the development of high-density single 
family housing, located within TOD residential corridors.  This would 
encourage investment in blighted TOD priority areas also promote the 
preservation of affordable housing near transit centers, particularly 
where property is owned by residents, not speculators.  As with 
Columbus, such wide-sweeping abatement can be justified, because 
Kansas City’s ability to service high-density areas and provide 
emergency services is less expensive than providing utilities and 
emergency services to outlying locations, and capital investment in 
blighted areas can reduce crime, and remove unsafe and unsanitary 
conditions.  

As with TOD 353, it is proposed that the City proactively identify 
TOD districts that are blighted, secure an overall blight designation, 
and then create a process using Chapter 99 or 353, as stated above, 
whereby property owners within the already blighted district could 

simply apply for and obtain standalone abatement.  The EDC or 
other TOD entity could serve as the master developer.  This model 
is being utilized to spur new development activity in the Beacon Hill 
Redevelopment Area, and is arguably accelerating economic activity 
and affecting transformational change in an otherwise long-neglected 
neighborhood.

VALUE SHARE
A twist on value capture, a “Value Share” (sometimes also ascribed 
the term “non-TIF TIF”) could be established to overlay priority TOD 
districts, corridors and nodes.  In a Value Share area, the City and 
the TOD developer would share the earnings, sales, and utility taxes 
(“EATs”) generated by new development. 
 
Unlike TIF, which requires a private developer to pay EATs in a special 
allocation fund and then recapture the EATS pursuant to a sometimes 
complex and lengthy project certification process before the 
captured EATs can be returned to the developer, a Value Share area 
would fully or partially abate the EATs, up-front, whereby eliminating 
the out-of-pocket cost to the developer, and avoid the bureaucracy 
and uncertainty associated with the TIF project approval, “but-for” 
analysis, and cost certification process.  A TOD Value Share area 
would also not require a finding of blight to underlie its existence, 
as would a TOD 353 or traditional TIF.  Instead, it could be premised 
upon compliance with a City policy designed to focus economic 
activity within TOD areas.  Because the increment of increased 
value would not necessarily be fully abated, both the City and the 
applicable private developer could share in the upside of the value 
created by the project. Furthermore, the Value Share would not affect 
the County taxing jurisdictions, and thus, a developer could avoid the 
cost and uncertainty associated with negotiating a payment in lieu of 
tax arrangement that is attendant to property tax abatement.  The 
term of EATs abatement could, but need not, mimic the TIF statutory 
duration of 23 years.

For commercial projects that will create at least 2 jobs and involve an 
investment of $500,000, the Enhanced Enterprise Zone (“EEZ”) could 
be coupled with a Value Share to provide property tax abatement in 
addition to the partial or full abatement of EATs. The EEZ program 
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offers up to 100% property tax abatement for 10 years, has no claw-
back provisions, and requires no blight.
The amount of “Value Share” could be assessed using project-scoring 
criteria similar to the 353 TOD.

RESIDENTIAL “SUPER” TIF
Pursuant to Committee Substitute for Resolution No. 990404, the 
City previously established a policy increasing economic incentives 
to be used in already established TIF redevelopment areas for public 
purposes associated with residential development in the distressed 
areas of the city. Incentives under the Residential “Super TIF” program 
required revenues not to exceed 100% of the economic activity taxes as 
defined in Section 99.845, RSMo.  At the time, the Council recognized 
that this enhanced incentive created could facilitate increased private 
development efforts within Kansas City neighborhoods.  This incentive 
program fell out of favor roughly a decade ago, as incentives grew 
unpopular with some in the community.

Nonetheless, if Residential Super TIF were uniquely targeted to 
TOD, it could have a significant impact on high-dollar, high-density 
residential development within existing or newly created TIF Districts.

DEMOLITION LIEN WAIVER
To encourage private developers to engage in site assemblage within 
TOD priority areas that are peppered with abandoned and dangerous 
properties, the City could target the use of demolition lien waivers 
to TOD areas.  In addition, the City might consider streamlining the 
application process and objectifying the approval criteria, in order to 
invite more certainty to a developer pursuing the development of a 
site encumbered by a City demolition lien. 

JOINT DEVELOPMENT
Joint development is generally defined as a real estate development 
project undertaken by a public agency and a private partner. TOD 
projects sometimes qualify for Federal Transit Administration (FTA), 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and Health and Human 
Service (HHS) funding assistance.  The proposed development site 
must be publicly owned land and developed to include commercial 

and residential development that is physically or functionally related 
to public transportation projects; pedestrian and bicycle access 
to a public transportation facility; construction, renovation, and 
improvement of intercity bus and intercity rail stations and terminals; 
and renovation and improvement of historic transportation facilities. 

Typically, a joint development project must (1) enhance economic 
development or incorporate private investment; (2) enhance the 
effectiveness of a public transportation project or social service 
project or establish new or enhanced coordination between public 
transit and other transportation and social services; and (3) provide a 
fair share of revenue to be used for public transit.  A joint development 
agreement can include a cost-sharing agreement, a revenue-sharing 
agreement, or a combination of the two. Such arrangements often 
include sharing of ground-lease revenue, a percentage of rents or 
other revenue from development. 

Using the tools afforded the Land Bank or the Urban Homesteading 
Authority, and in collaboration with other stakeholders such as the 
Housing Authority of Kansas City and any number of community 
development entities, the City could proactively acquire and 
assemble properties strategically located TOD area to attract such 
joint development opportunities, and use such joint development 
opportunities to attract private developers to share in project 
revenues. 

REDFIELDS TO GREENFIELDS:  REVENUE 
SHARING AND PARKLAND DEDICATION 
REQUIREMENTS
The complement a joint development or other public/private 
partnership, the Land Bank could actively facilitate a “redfields 
to greenfields” program.  Working with a patient lender or using 
other available City funds, the Land Bank could acquire distressed 
properties, assemble them as TOD sites, and remove any buildings 
located on the property.  The land could then be sold at a nominal 
rate to a private developer pursuant to an agreement stating (a) part 
of the land would be used by the developer to establish a TOD green 
space which would satisfy the City’s required parkland dedication 
requirement for development (thus resulting in a tangible cost 
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savings to the developer); and (b) the balance of the land would be 
built in accordance with TOD principles.  If the patient lender were not 
paid with the sales price of the property then, pursuant to an agreed 
upon timetable, some value capture from the development would be 
used to repay the Land Bank so it could retire the initial loan used to 
acquire, assemble, and clear the properties.  Using the demolition lien 
waiver tool, no cost of demolition would attach to the real estate.  

Furthermore, the Land Bank, while in ownership of TOD-assembled 
properties, or the City’s designated TOD facilitator/master developer, 
could take the lead in performing preliminary plat functions along 
with any required title cure.

The end result would clear blight, encourage TOD, increase the values 
of businesses and residences near finished parks, and create instant 
equity in the development project. 

TOD WAIVER OR LIMITATION 
OF PREVAILING WAGE
Kansas City requires compliance with Missouri Prevailing Wage Law 
for any private project receiving a public incentive.  Pursuant to Article 
I, Section 74-3(a)(6) of the Code of Ordinances, the Prevailing Wage 
Law requirement is waived for owner-occupied residential projects. 
Therefore, any owner-occupied residential project within the 353 
TOD or a Good Apple program would, at present, already be exempt 
from Prevailing Wage. 
 
It is proposed the City investigate extending some mitigation 
or exemption of Prevailing Wage to low-medium and/or high-
density multi-family housing projects within the 353 TOD plan area 
that maximize upon TOD attributes and other priorities, such as 
affordability.  Such an exception could potentially result in as much 
as a 20% reduction in development construction costs — a significant 
incentive that would attract private developers to undertake higher 
density TOD projects.

TOD FUND
Multi-stakeholder TOD funds are utilized across the nation, including in 
Seattle, Denver, Chicago, Washington, DC, Atlanta, and San Francisco, 

as a way to steer and incent TOD priorities.  TOD funds “silo the silos” 
by amalgamating private and governmental investments that are 
used to make low-interest sub-loans and provide revolving lines of 
credit that are largely non-recourse.  TOD loans are typically made 
on a 90% loan-to-value ratio and on an “as-is” basis.  TOD funds are 
critical to providing the type of risk-tolerant capital that is needed to 
incent nascent TOD.

For example, in 2007, as Denver embarked upon an aggressive 
transportation build-out, it decided mixed-income TOD was a 
priority.  The area’s build-out plan contemplated 122 miles of new 
light rail and commuter rail, 18 bus rapid transit miles, 31 new park-
and-rides, and enhanced bus network and transit hubs, and 50+ new 
rail and BRT stations to be tied to TOD opportunities. In response, 
in model example of community partnership, the City, not-for-profit 
redevelopment entities, and national and local banks partnered with 
the Housing Authority and two private foundations to establish 
a TOD fund.  Monies invested in the fund are used to preserve and 
create housing and community assets near high frequency transit by 
purchasing existing multi-family housing, land banking, and acquiring 
sites that would be sold at market rate for redevelopment.  The lender 
investors in the Denver TOD Fund receive Community Reinvestment 
Act credit under the “innovation” category.

In the case of the Denver TOD fund, the Denver Urban Land 
Conservancy (ULC), a nonprofit organization that invests in real estate 
preserves land and buildings in urban areas to enrich neighborhoods, 
serves as the borrower and equity investor in the TOD fund.  The 
ULC also takes title to any property acquired for land-banking or 
site assemblage. The City of Denver serves as the high-risk lender, 
providing zero percent interest, “first loss” debt.  The City also sparks 
participation from investors, provides strategy and vision, and often 
serves as the public champion of TOD.  The TOD fund is administered 
by Enterprise Community Partners that underwrites and approves 
loans, aggregates and manages capital flow, and provides 2% “second 
loss” debt.  The philanthropic community and CDFIs provide grants 
for start-up costs and 2% “third loss” debt.  The TOD fund’s bank 
partners provide roughly 6.5% “senior” debt and empower CRA 
officers to look for the best capital they can find.   After the TOD fund 
was established, non-profit, public and for profit developers were to 
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obtain the loans and lines of credit, as well as purchase assembled 
sites, from the ULC.  

The result of this strategic partnership has resulted in the TOD fund 
securing a $4.5 million Sustainable Communities Regional Planning 
Grant, and a $2.9 million HUD Challenge Grant.

Similarly, the City of Kansas City could establish a TOD fund for the 
purposes of providing program-related investments  and lines of 
credit and low interest sub-loans to TOD developers in select districts, 
corridors and nodes.  It could do so, in partnership with community 
stakeholders such as the Greater Kansas City Community Foundation, 
Greater Kansas City LISC, the KC CDE, the EDC, the national 
foundations engaged in TOD, such as the Ford Foundation and the 
MacArthur Foundation (which has pledged over 8 million in grants 
and loan for TOD in Chicago), the local philanthropic community 
and lenders.  In addition, TOD within distressed communities could 
provide additional motivation for lender participation needing CRA 
credit, as well as qualify the targeted TOD for other incentives to 
complement the capital stack, such as New Markets Tax Credits. 

The TOD fund could also serve as a credit enhancement to private 
developers seeking construction loans, permanent loans, take-out 
construction loans and mezzanine debt for TOD projects. Other 
communities have utilized an equity fund to spur the development of 
mixed-income housing using, for example, mezzanine loan products 
with 2-4% interest rates and providing funding for pre-development.

Ideally, the City could make the seminal investment in the TOD 
fund using, in part, the various TOD impact fees exacted upon new 
developments that are not considerate of TOD guidelines.

CHAPTER 68 SALE/LEASEBACK
The corporate boundaries of Kansas City, Missouri define the 
jurisdiction of the Port Authority of Kansas City, Missouri.  The Port 
Authority, created pursuant to Chapter 68 of the Revised Missouri 
Statutes, is exempt from taxation.  The Authority does not have the 
power to confer its exemption onto a third-party, although through a 
sale/leaseback arrangement, property may be exempt from taxation 
while in ownership of the Authority. 

In cooperation with the Port Authority leadership and in furtherance 
of transportation development within the mission of the Authority, 
the City could encourage the Authority to consider establishing 
a sale/leaseback program with developers of TOD commercial 
and multi-housing development projects, whereby the Authority 
would take title to the development and thus cause the project to 
be exempt from all taxes associated with constructing and owning 
the development.  Because, in a sale/leaseback transaction, the 
Authority is not conferring abatement of taxes but rather creating a 
tax exemption pursuant to its ownership, no payment in lieu of taxes 
requirement would be triggered.  Further, no blight finding is required 
to advance an Authority project.

The Authority also has the ability to issue bonds in furtherance 
of its purposes.  Therefore, the Authority could issue bonds for 
private activity, taxable projects that could be secured by leasehold 
payments.  Were the City and the Authority to find a common ground 
and rally around TOD, the Authority’s utilization of Chapter 68 could 
enhance the City’s targeted efforts.

SUPPORT OF NON-CITY INCENTIVES
A myriad of economic development assistance tools offered by 
various entities and agencies, such as the State of Missouri, Mid-
America Regional Council, and the federal government, are routinely 
used for development projects.  However, nearly each of these tools 
requires the political support of the City through legislation or support 
letters.  These include, for example, support and priority designations 
for applications to the Missouri Housing Development Commission 
or application to MARC for a transportation improvement’s inclusion 
on a TIP or STIP, or approval of applications for Brownfields funding 
and grants.  

It is recommended that the City Council adopt a resolution to lend 
its support to only those projects that are within a priority TOD 
district, corridor or node or, at a minimum, incorporate numerous 
TOD attributes.  This will potentially encourage private developers to 
seek out TOD project opportunities within TOD priority areas for such 
non-City incentives, whereby creating density and private investment 
momentum.
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TARGETED NEW MARKETS TAX CREDITS
The City might adopt a policy to encourage the use of New Markets 
Tax Credit allocations solely for TOD located within distressed 
communities.  By aggressively engaging the private sector, the City 
could attract investments that could facilitate very large scale, high 
density commercial TODs.  Such a targeted use of New Markets Tax 
Credits was employed in Cincinnati, as an avenue toward achieving 
transformational change in two distressed areas. 

To initiate its program, Cincinnati utilized the Cincinnati New 
Markets Fund, LLC. (CNMF), a private organization that manages the 
investments of 13 leading Cincinnati corporations. CNMF focuses on 
making loans and equity investments to for-profit retail businesses, 
mixed-use shopping centers, and service providers that help to 
revitalize and strengthen the center city of Cincinnati.  Typically, the 
loans and equity investments made by CNMF are for risky projects 
not otherwise attractive to conventional lenders.

CNMF attracted investment to 3CDC, a CDE and community 
development corporation established for the purpose of managing 
the CNMF, and serving as a developer and as the master developer of 
CNMF’s specific plan, to ensure that individual projects would result 
in cohesive redevelopment in accordance with their target master 
plan. 

 
For an investment in 3CDC, the individual or corporate investor 
receives a federal tax credit worth 39% of the initial investment, 
distributed over seven years, along with any anticipated return on 
their investment in the CDE. The investor may also receive additional 
economic benefits from the investment, such as interest payments.  
3CDC was able to attract some lender investments because targeted 
New Markets Tax Credits can also help banks meet their Community 
Reinvestment Act requirements.

With an energetic and compelling case made to the business 
community and utilizing the KC CDE, a local U.S. Treasury Community 
Development Entity (CDE), and by deepening its relationship with 
any one of a number of national and multi-state CDEs and New 
Market Tax Credit allocatees that work in Kansas City (such as Greater 

Kansas City LISC and Central Bank of Kansas City), this model could 
easily be replicated in Kansas City.

TARGETED EB-5
Congress created the Immigrant Investor Program, also known as 
“EB-5,” in 1990 to stimulate the U.S. economy through job creation 
and capital investment by immigrant investors by creating a new 
commercial enterprise or investing in a troubled business. There 
are 10,000 EB-5 immigrant visas available annually, and 3,000 EB-5 
visas are also set- aside for investors in regional centers designated 
by U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS).  Proposals are 
assessed upon their likelihood to promote economic growth.

Roughly 90 to 95 percent of all EB-5 visa applicants invest in a regional 
center project.  A regional center is defined as any economic unit, 
public or private, which is involved with the promotion of economic 
growth, improved regional productivity, job creation, and increased 
domestic capital investment.  Some examples of EB-5 projects include 
mixed-use retail, hotels, restaurants, manufacturing, entertainment 
venues, office buildings, convention centers, and manufacturing.
Recently, the EDC submitted an application to the USCIS to receive 
a regional center designation.  Typically borders of regional centers 
are broadly defined as encompassing most, if not all, of a City’s limits.

In furtherance of TOD, were Kansas City to receive this designation, 
it is proposed the City should target or prioritize its support of EB-5 
investments into projects within a TOD priority area.

TOD DEVELOPMENT BONUSES
Development bonuses, such as density bonuses, are a zoning tool 
that permit developers to build more housing units, taller buildings, 
or more floor space than normally allowed, for example, in exchange 
for either the provision of a defined public benefit, such as a specified 
number or percentage of affordable units included in the development, 
adherence to TOD, or payment of a monetary contribution (in the 
spirit of the City’s existing Parkland payment-in-lieu of dedication 
required when platting property).   Additional “bonuses” could be 
provided to developer’s utilizing pervious surfaces or, by contrast, 
developers using impervious surfaces might be subjected to impact 
fees that could be redirected to TOD programming.
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The City, to allow developers to contribute to a housing fund in lieu of 
building TOD, could create a TOD density bonus program.

TARGETED PARKING INCENTIVES
The City can lower TOD development costs by adopting parking 
standards that reflect the greater likelihood that residents in well-
designed, transit-oriented developments will use transit. Real-life 
application of unbundling parking spaces from housing units – that 
is, to rent or sell them independent of the other – shows that demand 
for parking drops.   Therefore, granting TOD developers with lower 
parking minimums could help entice developers by offering lower 
development costs, while also helping households that don’t require 
parking to save on the final price of their unit.

In addition, the City could incent TOD by creating lower or no parking 
minimums for developments that have shared parking facilities, or 
on-site, car share services.  Some communities have established 
shared parking districts in which multiple developers combine their 
respective parking units into one structure. Homeowners or renters 
can “opt-in” to the parking, at a price. These shared structure can also 
accommodate complementary users, like office and special event 
demand, to allow each use to take advantage of the other’s excess 
parking supply. 

The counter of parking dispensation, in high-density areas, the 
City could consider establishing a parking benefit district.  Parking 
revenues generated through meters or non-resident passes could fund 
improvements for maintenance, security, streetscape beautification, 
and new city-built, shared parking facilities.  The City could also 
tie the issuance of special permits, such as street closure permits, 
encroachments, and valet parking areas, to parking assessment fees 
that could be used to repay patient capital partners, increase the 
TOD fund, support the Land Bank, or otherwise reduce development 
costs in TOD projects.  

CITY CREDIT ENHANCEMENT
Credit enhancement refers to the backing of a loan or bond for 
a project by the City. Proving a private developer with a credit 
enhancement makes the investment more attractive to a bank or 
bond investor, therefore lowering the interest rate. The cost savings 
can then be transferred back to the developer.

Credit enhancement provides leverage to developers creating housing 
that achieves a jurisdiction’s housing goals. A jurisdiction specifies the 
criteria a project must meet to qualify for the enhancement program, 
such as transit-oriented housing development or housing within 
urban centers. If a project qualifies, it must construct a specified 
amount of affordable housing as a part of the development, or pay 
the jurisdiction in lieu of on-site construction.

If the City were to pursue providing a credit enhancement program 
for TOD, the City should consider an ordinance that specifies the 
types of developers eligible for the program (private or non-profit 
developers) additional what other review processes should be 
required for approval. The City could require an application fee of 
the applicant developer. Once the program is in place, the City can 
actively market it to developers as projects are proposed, or passively 
wait for applications to enter the system. 

TARGETED UTILITY INCENTIVES
The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity 
provides a 10% tax credit to businesses selecting sites within one 
mile of affordable housing and public transportation.  The tax credit, 
coupled with a host of other incentives, has enabled the State, 
Chicago in particular, to attract private TOD dollars and propel its 
TOD agenda. 

Likewise, Kansas City Power & Light and Laclede Gas offer various 
rebate and incentive programs for commercial and residential 
development.  It is proposed that the City actively promote such 
rebate and incentive programs and enhance their impact in targeted 
TOD areas by providing some level of rebate match.  The source of 
match might be secured through the Department of Energy through 
an appropriate non-profit intermediary, such as the Metropolitan 
Energy Center.
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The City could also, in partnership with a non-profit intermediary, make 
a concerted effort to secure foundation grants to offset construction 
costs for projects utilizing funds from organizations that promote 
sustainable communities and green building technologies, such as 
the national Energy Foundation, local foundations and businesses, 
and related programs through MARC.  Such an initiative could be 
promoted both in connection with the City’s TOD policy and as a part 
of the City Energy Project, a community challenge that continues 
until February 27, 2015.  The targeted match might also be funded 
through the City’s Brownfields Program, depending upon compliance 
with requisite project criteria.

PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS (P3) IN TOD 
PRIORITY AREAS
Public-private real estate partnerships are designed to help public 
bodies take advantage of private resources, expertise and capital 
to finance and develop public facilities. Such partnerships are 
designed to optimize the value of underused real estate owned by 
the government, because the arrangements allow developers to lease 
government-owned land for a long periods, rather than having to 
front enormous capital costs for property acquisition. Because these 
properties would otherwise be tax-exempt, commercial development 
can generate millions of dollars in property tax, transit occupancy 
tax, and sales tax, for example.

Specifically, a public-private partnership (P3) is a contractual 
agreement between a public agency (federal, state, or local) and a 
private-sector entity that provides for the sharing of resources but 
allocates the risk and reward to the private-sector entity.  A P3 has 
the following key elements: 

• • A long-term contract between a public-sector party and a  
 private-sector party. 

• • Design, construction, financing, and operation of public   
 infrastructure by the private-sector party. 

• • Payments over the life of the P3 contract to the private   
 sector entity for the use of the facility, made by the public  
 sector or by the general public, as users of the facility. 

• • The facility remaining in public-sector ownership (thus being 
exempt from taxes) or reverting to public sector at the end of the 
lease term. 

It is proposed the City investigate opportunities to construct City 
owned, revenue generating parking facilities or mixed-use transit 
centers within burgeoning high-density areas, using a P3. 

A P3 could be particularly useful as a way for the City to offset the cost 
of critical utility infrastructure needed for TOD.  Depending upon the 
project complexity, the City might want to bundle a TOD P3 with other 
P3 novel opportunities, to make the project particularly attractive 
to consortium investors.  To the extent legislation or amendment to 
legislation in the State of Missouri is required for a P3, the City should 
make advocacy of this flexible tool a legislative priority.

LINKAGE FEES
This tool, used in San Diego, charges a fee to businesses and 
developers that pull building permits. The fees are calculated on a per 
square foot basis and vary, depending upon the type of construction 
(the highest for office, the lowest for warehouse).  Once collected, the 
linkage fees are distributed to the City’s housing trust fund and used 
to support affordable housing.  San Diego developed this tool after 
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commissioning a study that “linked” low-income workers to various 
types of development projects, and identified that such workers were 
in need of affordable housing.  The fund was established roughly 24 
years ago and capped at 1.5 percent of the total construction costs.  
Variances to the fee schedule are available for hardship cases.

In communities across the U.S. that assess linkage fees, many are 
using the fees to support TOD that encourages healthy and active 
lifestyles and relieves traffic congestion.  Monies collected are also 
used to ensure a certain amount of affordable housing is available at 
TOD nodes. Although cities throughout the United States use linkage 
fees on non-residential development to mitigate the increased 
need for affordable housing, the tool, and linkage fee rates, remain 
controversial.

EQUITY POLICIES
Where the City’s TOD priority districts, corridors and nodes are 
within viable land markets, land speculators may arrive on the scene 
soon after TOD intentions are revealed.  Utilizing debt financing and 
private equity, speculators buy and sell land on short cycles and drive 
up prices during early stages of transit planning.  To ensure land 
within TOD priority areas can attract and accommodate affordable 
and mixed-income developers and create an environment for them 
to be profitable, it is proposed the City, using its own resources 
(such as CDBG, Brownfields, PIAC, HOME Funds, and Neighborhood 
Stabilization Funds):

1. Target direct financial grants to projects that promote affordability
2. Prioritize infrastructure investments in areas that support TOD 

affordable projects
3. Procure land that will be sold or leased long-term for TOD 

affordable and mixed-income projects and projects developed 
by development entities that are majority owned and controlled 
by minority-owned businesses

4. Judiciously use and target tax increment financing
5. Offer below-market rate conveyance and lease of government-

owned land to TOD developments
6. Expedite building permits and reduced permitting costs for TOD 

projects.

Implemented in connection with any of the incentives summarized 
herein, adopting an equity policy with these or similar attributes 
would communicate the City’s strong commitment to TOD, but with 
a visionary preference toward equitable TOD.
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PRIVATE SOURCES
Numerous public resources, identified below, are available for TOD 
planning-related initiatives.  The more readily accessible assistance, 
however, may be through private funds secured by strategically 
partnering with foundations and not for profit agencies that have TOD 
agendas.  In communities across the nation, foundations, for example, 
often serve as TOD champions by coordinating initial investments 
and pooling resources across the public and private sector to support 
TOD planning and implementation. 

For example, in Baltimore, funders’ long collaborating on 
neighborhood development saw opportunity for neighborhood 
residents in a proposed regional light rail investment.  Together, they 
formed the Baltimore Neighborhood Collaborative that provided 
grant funding to support a regional job analysis, community-focused 
transit alignment assessments, and a “Transit Around the Nation” tour 
for community and public leaders. 

Likewise, in Cleveland, Detroit, Newark, Baltimore and the Twin Cities, 
the organization Living Cities, through its “Living Cities Integration 
Initiative,” brought together public, private, philanthropic, and 
nonprofit sectors by building a world-class regional transit system 
through its “Corridors of Opportunity” program, a TOD-based 
initiative.  The goal of the problem is to catalyze systems changes to 
meet the needs of low-income persons.

Planning-related grants made by foundations in the pre-development 
phase of TOD typically include the following:

Additional Planning Resources
Community Planning Technical Assistance and Skills Building Other

Convening stakeholders 
including, for example, 
community members, 
business leaders, 
planning officials, 
nonprofit organizations, 
etc. 

TOD basic education and skills- building training 
Environmental assessment and 
remediation especially for brownfield 
and infill development 

Community visioning Tool kits and other skills-building resources 
Analysis of impact on businesses, 
especially minority-owned businesses, 
and relocation costs 

Community asset 
mapping 

Communications and marketing to promote a 
TOD agenda General TOD advocacy and education 

Planning at the 
neighborhood, municipal, 
or regional levels 

Advocacy training 

Zoning studies and 
advocacy efforts to 
change zoning 
requirements 

Some in the foundation and non-profit community have identified the 
value of TODs and have begun to explore how TOD investments can 
help them achieve their ambitious programmatic goals.  Foundations 
are often inclined to invest in the pre-development stages of TOD 
because they recognize that investing in the TOD movement may help 
lay the foundation and education for significant investments from the 
private and public sectors.  Furthermore, because TOD incorporates 
so many different interests common to grant-makers, such as 
affordable housing, economic development, workforce development, 
equity and inclusiveness, environment, and public policy, TOD grant-
making aligns interests to help achieve multiple programmatic goals, 
concurrently.

Grants from foundations in the pre-development stage are 
typically made directly to community development corporations 
or other types of community based, non-profit organizations, for 
example, nonprofits that work in the areas of affordable housing, 
planning, economic development, community organizing, and the 
environment.  Locally, this would include, to name just two, Greater 
Kansas City LISC and Neighborhood Housing Services of Kansas 
City, Missouri.  In fact, some foundations will provide assistance only 
through an intermediary.  Therefore, the City will likely need to work 
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in partnership with a non-profit intermediary to secure TOD planning 
funds.  Potential funding sources for planning may include one or 
more of the following national entities:

Low Income Investment Fund
The Low Income Investment Fund (LIIF), a CDFI, invests capital 
for support healthy families and communities and focuses on TOD. 
LIIF’s has invested in TOD projects in California, Massachusetts, and 
Washington, D.C. 

Living Cities
Living Cities is a philanthropic collaborative of 22 of the world’s largest 
foundations and financial institutions which focuses on improving the 
lives of low-income people and the urban areas in which they live. 
As stated above, Living Cities is very engaged in TOD funding, most 
recently in the Twin Cities.  Living Cities, also a thought-leader in 
the area of equitable TOD, has provided significant grants and loans 
to government, nonprofits, business and the local community in 
furtherance of TOD.

Enterprise
Enterprise, a leading provider of the development capital that, 
through public-private partnerships with financial institutions and 
governments, is used to promote decent, affordable homes and help 
rebuild communities. Since 1982, Enterprise has raised and invested 
more than $13.9 billion in equity, grants and loans to help build or 
preserve 300,000 affordable rental and for-sale homes to create vital 
communities, including TOD housing.  Enterprise works with regional 
collaborations, policymakers and nonprofit housing organizations to 
advance development of mixed-income, amenity-rich neighborhoods 
near public transit. Enterprise facilitates various grant programs, 
including a pre-development design grant program to provide funds 
for design planning for affordable housing projects.

Ford Foundation
The Ford Foundation has targeted initiatives for “Connecting People 
to Opportunity,” “Expanding Access to Quality Housing,” and 

“Promoting Metropolitan Land-Use Innovation.”  Recently, the Ford 
Foundation made a $1.6 million grant to the Denver Foundation for the 
Mile High Connects collaborative, to ensure that low-income people 
and communities of color benefit from the Denver metropolitan 
region’s transportation expansion. In 2010, the foundation provide a $1 
million grant to Reconnecting America to provide funds for research, 
technical assistance, advocacy and public education to promote and 
implement equitable transit-oriented development.  These represent 
but two examples of the Ford Foundation’s focus on TOD.  

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation supports transportation 
endeavors through a myriad of intermediary entities such as 
LISC and Living Cities, where such endeavors connect to healthy 
lifestyle initiatives. Recently, for example, the foundation provided a 
$500,000 grant to the New Brunswick Development Corporation, a 
private nonprofit urban real estate development company founded 
to invigorate urban redevelopment in New Jersey, including planning 
and development.  The Foundation also made a grant of $2 million 
to Living Cities for the purpose of spreading integrative approaches 
to city revitalization for low-income residents, in part, involving 
transportation.

Surdna Foundation
The Surdna Foundation has a Sustainable Environments Program 
that is working to overhaul outdated and crumbling infrastructure 
and promote “next generation infrastructure” to improve transit 
systems. Grants are made only to 501(c)(3) organizations, thus the 
City’s ability to qualify for potential TOD funding through Surdna 
will require a strategic partnership with a not-for-profit.  Surdna will 
not make grants to a private foundation, and it will not fund capital 
campaigns or actual building construction.  Rather, Surdna looks for 
opportunities to fund projects that:

• • Strengthen and expand the use of transportation project  
 performance standards that improve transportation options,  
 increase access and mobility, reduce vehicle miles traveled  
 and greenhouse gas emissions, and advance climate   
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 resilient strategies;
• • Strengthen procurement and other policies so that the   

 public funds spent on transportation help create quality  
 jobs and deliver the broadest possible public benefits to  
 nearby communities;

• • Support innovative revenue models to build out sustainable  
 transportation networks and ensure public benefits;

• • Promote regional transportation and land use practices that  
 integrate light rail, transit, and urban-suburban connections.

Surdna gives priority to projects that improve conditions and 
opportunities for communities that rely on public transportation, 
integrate transportation system improvements with other 
infrastructure needs (for example, transportation solutions that 
provide for storm water management) and build next-generation 
infrastructure capacity and expertise among state and local leaders.  
Although Surdna made no transportation grants in 2013, in 2011 and 
2012, it made significant grants, ranging from $50,000 to $500,000, 
many planning and advocacy related.

Urban Land Institute
ULI’s Foundation Annual Fund provides funding for Urban 
Innovation Grants, which support ULI District Council and National 
Council projects that recognize or launch innovative public/private 
partnerships and advance the responsible use of land in building 
healthy, thriving communities worldwide.

In 2013, ULI made 17 grants totaling $250,000 to district and national 
councils through the program.  Grants ranged in size from $5,000 to 
$25,000.  One of the successful grants was made to ULI New York 
for purposes of supporting a two 2-day technical assistant program 
to develop further implementation strategies for transit-oriented 
development opportunities within three disadvantaged communities.

Crowdfunding 
Innovative community input and financial support around TOD 
and transit, generally, is being obtained through crowdsourcing 
campaigns.  For example, with funding support from Transit Center, 
the Southwest Ohio Regional Transit Authority has created a 
neighborhood crowdfunding program to identify transit innovations.  
The program invites proposals for transportation “best practices” and 
concepts, and awards small implementation grants, in exchange.

Likewise, Kansas City could consider promoting the use of 
crowdfunding, particularly among its transportation, urban, 
entrepreneurial, and development community advocates, as a way 
to advance the City’s study and advocacy of TOD, as well as procure 
financial planning assistance from the private sector. 

GOVERNMENT SOURCES
Numerous federal programs are designed to encourage programming 
complementary to TOD.  A handful of sources that may be candidates 
for TOD planning are detailed below:

SOURCE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION NOTES

Economic 
Development 
Administration 
(EDA) Planning and 
Local Technical 
Assistance 
Programs

The EDA provides grants to support job creation 
in economically distressed areas of the United 
States. Public Works investments support the 
construction or rehabilitation of essential public 
infrastructure and facilities. EDA grants can also 
support green economic development, including 
renewable energy, green building, energy 
efficiency, and recycling projects. 

Grants vary in size.  The 
deadline for applications is 

October 17, 2014

EDA Strong Cities, 
Strong 
Communities 
Visioning Challenge

Funding to support the development and 
implementation of comprehensive economic 
development strategic plans. Grant recipients 
run a local Challenge Competition, inviting 
multidisciplinary teams to submit proposals for 
comprehensive economic development strategic 
plans establishing and promoting a vision and 
approach to stimulate local economic 
development. 

$6 million total; $1 million will 
be awarded to six total cities

FTA Fixed 
Guideway Capital 
Investment Grants

The FTA has announced the availability of $20 
million in funding for local communities to 
integrate land use and transportation planning 
with a transit capital. Comprehensive planning 
funded through the program must examine 
ways to improve economic development and 
ridership, foster multimodal connectivity and 
accessibility, improve transit access for 
pedestrian and bicycle traffic, engage the private 
sector, identify infrastructure needs, and enable 
mixed-use development near transit stations. 

Grants will range from $250,000 
to $2 million, with 20 percent 
required match.  Transit capital 
projects must be New Starts, 
Core Capacity or fixed-guideway 
Small Starts projects to be 
eligible. The deadline for 
applications is November 3, 
2014.

SOURCE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION NOTES

Economic 
Development 
Administration 
(EDA) Planning and 
Local Technical 
Assistance 
Programs

The EDA provides grants to support job creation 
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States. Public Works investments support the 
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support green economic development, including 
renewable energy, green building, energy 
efficiency, and recycling projects. 

Grants vary in size.  The 
deadline for applications is 

October 17, 2014
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required match.  Transit capital 
projects must be New Starts, 
Core Capacity or fixed-guideway 
Small Starts projects to be 
eligible. The deadline for 
applications is November 3, 
2014.
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be awarded to six total cities

FTA Fixed 
Guideway Capital 
Investment Grants

The FTA has announced the availability of $20 
million in funding for local communities to 
integrate land use and transportation planning 
with a transit capital. Comprehensive planning 
funded through the program must examine 
ways to improve economic development and 
ridership, foster multimodal connectivity and 
accessibility, improve transit access for 
pedestrian and bicycle traffic, engage the private 
sector, identify infrastructure needs, and enable 
mixed-use development near transit stations. 

Grants will range from $250,000 
to $2 million, with 20 percent 
required match.  Transit capital 
projects must be New Starts, 
Core Capacity or fixed-guideway 
Small Starts projects to be 
eligible. The deadline for 
applications is November 3, 
2014.
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Economic 
Development 
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(EDA) Planning and 
Local Technical 
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The EDA provides grants to support job creation 
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States. Public Works investments support the 
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support green economic development, including 
renewable energy, green building, energy 
efficiency, and recycling projects. 
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EDA Strong Cities, 
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Communities 
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Funding to support the development and 
implementation of comprehensive economic 
development strategic plans. Grant recipients 
run a local Challenge Competition, inviting 
multidisciplinary teams to submit proposals for 
comprehensive economic development strategic 
plans establishing and promoting a vision and 
approach to stimulate local economic 
development. 

$6 million total; $1 million will 
be awarded to six total cities

FTA Fixed 
Guideway Capital 
Investment Grants

The FTA has announced the availability of $20 
million in funding for local communities to 
integrate land use and transportation planning 
with a transit capital. Comprehensive planning 
funded through the program must examine 
ways to improve economic development and 
ridership, foster multimodal connectivity and 
accessibility, improve transit access for 
pedestrian and bicycle traffic, engage the private 
sector, identify infrastructure needs, and enable 
mixed-use development near transit stations. 

Grants will range from $250,000 
to $2 million, with 20 percent 
required match.  Transit capital 
projects must be New Starts, 
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eligible. The deadline for 
applications is November 3, 
2014.
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MAP 21 - 
Alternatives 
Analysis Program – 
Discretionary 
Livability Funding 
Opportunity

Assists in financing the evaluation of all 
reasonable modal and multimodal alternatives 
and general alignment options for identified 
transportation needs in a particular, broadly 
defined travel corridor. Studies funded in this 
round of grants should further the Department's 
livability efforts.

Federal Transit 
Urban Formula 
Grants (49 U.S.C. 
Section 5307)

Formula grants that fund public transportation 
capital projects in urbanized areas to finance the 
planning, acquisition, construction, cost-
effective lease, improvement, and maintenance 
of equipment and facilities for use in transit.  
Resource used in St. Louis Trolley Loop.  

Requires 10% match. Range of 
financial assistance is typically 
$10,890 to $1,293,611. Average 
is $180,588.

SAFETEA-LU 
Transportation, 
Community & 
System 
Preservation

Discretionary grants to implement strategies 
which improve the efficiency of the 
transportation system, reduce environmental 
impacts of transportation, reduce the need for 
costly future public infrastructure investments, 
ensure efficient access to jobs, services and 
centers of trade, and examine development 
patterns and identify strategies to encourage 
private sector development patterns which 
achieve these goals. Includes planning grant for 
future phase development.

$29 million funded in 2012.  
Information not available 
regarding funding levels for FY 
2014.

FTA Transportation 
for Elderly Persons 
and Persons with 
Disabilities 5310

Program is for capital expenses that support transportation to meet the special 
needs of older adults and persons with disabilities.  The Federal share of eligible 
capital costs may not exceed 80% of the net cost of the activity. The 10% that is 

eligible to fund program administrative costs including administration, planning, 
and technical assistance may be funded at 100% Federal share. The local share of 

eligible capital costs shall be no less than 20% of the net cost of the activity.

FTA Job Access and 
Reverse Commute 
Grants 5316

Grants for capital, planning and operating 
expenses for projects that transport low-income 
individuals to and from jobs and activities 
related to employment, and for reverse 
commute projects. 

Federal share of eligible capital 
and planning costs may not 
exceed 80% of the net cost of the 
activity. The Federal share of the 
eligible operating costs may not 
exceed 50% of the net operating 
costs of the activity. Recipients 
may use up to 10% of their 
apportionment to support 
program administrative costs 
including administration, 
planning, and technical 
assistance, which may be funded 
at 100% Federal share. The local 
share of eligible capital and 
planning costs shall be no less 
than 20% of the net cost of the 
activity, and the local share for 
eligible operating costs shall be 
no less than 50% of the net 
operating costs.

FTA New Freedom 
Program 5317

Program provides additional tools to overcome 
existing barriers facing Americans with 
disabilities seeking integration into the work 
force and full participation in society. The New 
Freedom formula grant program seeks to reduce 
barriers to transportation services and expand 
the transportation mobility options available to 
people with disabilities beyond the 
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA) of 1990.

Same as above.

HUD Sustainable 
Communities 
Regional Planning 
Grants

Grants support locally-led collaborative efforts that bring together diverse 
interests from the many municipalities in a region to determine how best to target 
housing, economic and workforce development, and infrastructure investments to 
create more jobs and regional economic activity. Among the six livability 
principles that must serve as a foundation for the grant includes developing safe, 
reliable and economical transportation choices to decrease household 
transportation costs, reduce our nation’s dependence on foreign oil, improve air 
quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and promote public health.

FTA 5305 Planning 
Programs

These programs provide funds to support planning for transportation investment 
decisions in metropolitan areas.  They are typically used to support planning for 
new and extension fixed rail projects paid for by New Starts.  Eligible uses include 
planning for projects that protect and enhance the environment, promote energy 
conservation, improve the quality of life, and promote consistency between 
transportation improvements and State and local planned growth and economic 
development patterns.
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Based upon the foregoing potential TOD incentives submitted for 
the City’s consideration and in view of the existing landscape of 
stakeholders involved in economic development and transportation, 
it is recommended the City explore the following issues relative to 
incentive development and implementation.

MOVING THE NEEDLE
Numerous communities have embarked upon the TOD initiative, each 
with varying levels of success and challenges.  Recurrent as a theme 
throughout TOD is the requirement for a champion, focused on the 
single mission of implementing TOD within the specific culture of the 
community, savvy to political challenges, and sensitive to equitable 
implementation.

Drawing upon the experiences of others, it is recommended that 
the City identify whether there is an existing community agency or 
partner singularly situated to serve as Kansas City’s champion for 
TOD.  This champion must be one with the capacity to manage 
thorny issues related to real estate, finance, strategic partnerships, 
and planning, while being sensitive to social issues that will 
inform where and how TOD districts, corridors and nodes may be 
located, and how they will impact affordable housing, distressed 
communities, and cultural significance.  If Minneapolis, Portland, 
Seattle, and Denver are a bellwether of how TOD initiatives unfold, 
Kansas City’s champion must also be prepared to mount a strong 
advocacy campaign to community leaders, businesses, non-profits, 
foundations, governmental bodies, CDCs, and neighborhood leaders, 
in order to gain financial and political support for TOD.

Ultimately, City leaders must determine whether the role of champion 
may be filled by the EDC, the Land Bank, the Streetcar Authority or 
other public body, or a newly created entity whose sole mission is to 
develop and implement a vital TOD program by creating partnerships 
of all or some of the above, as was the case in Cincinnati.

TOD INCENTIVE TEST CASE
In the event City leaders adopt one or more of the TOD incentives 
discussed in this summary or others not discussed, it is proposed 

Additional Considerations
the incentive tools be vigorously promoted within the development 
community.  This could occur in a variety of ways, including advertising 
within TOD priority areas, in mass transit vehicles, at transit stops, 
business organizations, and in existing commercial/residential venues. 

Further, it is recommended that with respect to the investment of 
City dollars in TOD, a TOD priority district, corridor or node should be 
identified and specific plan developed.  A priority area could be within 
or stem from the streetcar starter line.  However, because a large part 
of the existing streetcar district is within the urban core and is arguably 
on a trajectory of increased economic energy, the City may do well 
to identify a more challenged priority area that may be a candidate 
for, but is not yet served by fixed guideway transit – one within an 
area that is prime for significant investment.  Such candidates should 
include locations that are on KCATA MAX routes or are heavily served 
by the KCATA.  As is evidenced in other communities that embrace 
TOD, strong TOD communities are often anchored with institutional 
uses such as hospitals, centers of education, and commercial nodes. 
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